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THIS IS THE SEAL OF MERRIMACK COLLEGE
9ti lie/u2lcl/uf> (Hesfilif. itfitnLolic...
'l4Jcu/iw^lUieA>ojfJdi4eaHxi(^3lxi,^tep/ie6e4^^
Rioe/i, Me/iAd4r^aic^i4a4ft^cuJz>fUi&plcux,ojf^wi^ ou/i
collet^ ltaicJ/ieculi^mcul&ineme4^xl^^
^fe/uicJd^jp44fiicUnlt^culo^Gll/uAt^^
iKi4^ceme4itjpn,(dLtlio6&e*de^u4^di6i^ij^^
apa/dojjtli&coato^G/imio^A^tcliJ)iika^
wltoAepcd/i04^ac^tIi&CcMe(^4juaA,eA^^ ne^pAe6e*dmc^
^^U4n3UHi, Ut^0n4XfU1cJ.Ci/pf^
acluld'6>iKUceicufUt^ ''iolle,le(^,iblUl2f^'' (tcJ2eufLcu^
^leadficJzei^fLCi^ne^ lediatii&co4w&t6MnojjS^
''pe/L^ci24^iiam<ui6ja/pl24^ikuii,/' (tli/au4i^i24^^
Ut&iMuncdepu/ifioA&ojjMen/Umcu^ . . UiAot4(^
tlieocJ4dcomUHati04^o^iHielleciucda4^6^^
le(lx^o^QodcuidtJ^uxiM>cca^4Aje,aticU^
wiidoifu
GoUeg^coIo^, U44e.lp^tlie> jjidelUif. outlie Moilte^
ca^<p^djp^tlt^wi6do*no^tJ^tn44eQlu1/^cUjpf^
cdiclaAi6,o^Uie>6ecdoffM&i/UmachQ^^ dedJoiediaMoAif,
i44^ulle^Ut&tdUojj04^MoUie^o^QoodQouH^ aHjduwlefilie/i
fiAoiedUQ4^.
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THANK YOU, FATHTft
Augustinian apostolates are exterior
activities flowing from a deep interior
life, and they are at one and the same
time personal and communal. The
apostolate of the individual receives
help and support from the Commu-
nity. the Apostolate is an integral
part of our religious life.
1 H.Mr .McmlxT- i)t the C'I.inn ot 19y-t:
on tiu- iKcasion of the puhlication t)t your YearK)ok.
'l Hir theme “TheNe are Times to Remember” is a fitting one. Your
( \)|le>>e years are special and unique in many ways. One of the most
impv'rtant thin),’s that h.ippeneJ Jurinf> these years is the opportunity
to make anJ nurture relationships.
At Merrimack, we encourage the building of community. A true
community becomes a reality only when we are willing to open
oursehes to others and share our thoughts, concerns and dreams.
Hopefully, that has happened for you during your years at Merrimack
and the things remembered are treasurers that you will hold as precious
for years to come. As in all things, 1 am sure that there have been times
of challenge and disappointment. Also, there have been times of
victor^-, joy and accomplishment. We need to remember all of our
times for in each there is the opportunity to learn and grow. We need
to be thankful for all of our times and accept them as gifts from God to
be used to make this a better world.
It is my hope that as you live your life and embrace the future, you
will remember the values that are an essential part cT a Merrimack
education; respect for the dignity of others; an openness to differences
and an acceptance cif diversity; a willingness to use your God-given
talents to serve others; a thirst for justice and peace and a life-long
yearning for truth and wisdom.
Congratulations on your accomplishments and my sincere best
wishes for happiness and success in the future. Always remember
Merrimack and the friends you have made here. Be generous in sharing
your talents and, best of all, remember that you are supported by the
love and strength ofall the good people who are the Merrimack College
Community.
Sincerely,
Revi
Pre!
/^ohn E. Deegaif O.S.A.
‘Sident
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a^EGAN AND GOOD LUCK!!
Rev. John E. Deegan, O.S.A.
,
President of Merrimack College since
June of 1981, has been elected Ptior Provincial of the Augustinian Friars,
Providence of St. Thomas of Villanova.
The Province of St. Thomas of Villanova has approximately 300
religious men serving in apostolates located along the Eastern shore of The
United States from Massachusetts to Florida. The Province also sponsors
missionary activity in Japan and Peru.
In his new duties, beginning in June, Father Deegan will have the
responsibility for the involvement of the Friars in some thirty parishes, two
secondary schools, as well as Merrimack College, Villanova University, and
the Washington (D. C.) Theological Union.
Expressing his genuine surprise at his election. Father Deegan said
:
that he was humbled and honored by the action of his brother religious in
: electing him and pledged to do everything in his powet to be worthy of their
' trust.
He asked for the prayers of all the wonderful people in the Merrimack
j College community and the Merrimack Valley as he concludes a wonderful
chapter in his life and prepares for new responsibilities in the services ofGod.
t
OPENING
ADS TO GMDS
You have pierced our
hearts with the arrow of
your love.
You have pierced our
minds with the arrow of
your words.
The Revered Saint Au^ustine-from the pamphlet “Saint
Augustine i)f Hippo”
Saint August me was a man whose st)ul would not rest easily. He
constantly felt that he was reaching tor something that was just nxitar
away. Throughout his life, he tried his hand at teaching, monastic life,
and active participation in his church with roles as a priest and hishop.
Augustine was a talented man, hut his soul-searching provided him
with little peace in his early years.
He was horn in 354 and lived until 430. louring those years, he
lived in Tagaste and Madaura in Africa, Carthage, and Rome. He
taught grammar and rhetoric in Tagaste and Carthage, during which
time he was horn a son named Adeodatus. Already eager to find truth,
he joined the Manichaean sect. They presented an image that the
young Augustine had trouble accepting: a god that produced light and
good, and another that produce dark and evil. The philosophical mind
of this man was not yet satisfied.
Then Augustine moved on to Rome, where he was made a
professor in Milan. At that time, the hishop of Milan was a man named
Ambrose, whom the young searcher heard in a speech. The magnetism
of the message ofAmbrose did much to change Augustine’s mind aKiut
Catholicism. During an Easter vigil in 387, Ambrose haptired Augustine,
making him an official Catholic. His journey hack to Tagaste was
marred by the death of his mother Monica; he sorrowed over the loss,
hut still he pressed on.
At a port near his home, called Hippo, he rose from a position of
priest to auxiliary hishop, and then finally to hishop in 396. His
original plan was to form a monaster^’ where he and followers could get
closer to God. His church duties pulled him off this course, but he did
not complain, although ultimately he did build a monaster^’ on land
which was granted him by a Bishop named Valerius. Augustine’s duties
as hishop were numerous: pastor of his parish, teacher, preacher, and
presiding judge in a civil court. Indeed, this man was a tireless worker,
and his example was spread hy the many orders which sprang up in his
name, like the one that is affiliated with Merrimack College. In
history, these orders will he remembered for such things as preaching
to the poor, and founding schools, orphanages, and hospitals.
Saint Augustine wrote much during his life. His hook the
Confessions , about his struggle to fulfill the Lord’s wishes, is perhaps
the most commonly quoted. Other works of his were On the Trinity .
Literal Commentary- on Genesis , and City of God , the last hook being
about the wave of oppression against his faith hy the Roman Empire.
These pieces of remarkable literature form a foundation for much of
Christian theology even today.
It is fitting to end with a passage from the Confessions :
“I snatched up the hook (of the Apostle), opened it, and read in
silence the passage upon which my eyes first fell: ‘Not in rioting and
drunkenness, not in chambering and wantonness, not in strifeand
envying: hut put on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision for
the flesh in concupiscence.’ 1 had no wish to read further; there
was no need to. For immediately 1 had reached the end of this sentence
it was as though my heart was filled with a light of confidence and all
the shadows of my doubt were swept away.”
Whether one agrees with his theology or not. Saint Augustine is
to he admired for the comfort he found in his beliefs. Very few in
history could say that.
By Doug Farmer
Samt Augustine

SISTER ELAINE'S FUN PAGES
When Sister Elaine Palcari walks into a rixiin, her smile is like sunshine
and her laughter is containoiis. Her friendly nature and sense of humor have
won her a place in the hearts of the students here at Merrimack.
Sister Elaine has been a part of the Merrimack College Community for
the past four years. As Acting Director of Campus Ministry', she has the
opperrtunity to work closely with the students. She gt>es along on all of the
M.O.R.E. Council retreats and on the annual alternative spring break trips
ccKirdinating by Merrimaction. According to Sfster Elaine, participating in
these trips has been especially rewarding. " It gives students an opportunity to
lixsk at the other side of life and bnxlen their education - to see where other
people are at," she says.
She encourages students to learn outside the classroom as well as inside.
She encourages positive involvement. And she practices what she preaches.
.Aside from all the Campus Ministr^’-nin activities she is involved in, she also
serves as the Class Advisor for the graduating class of 1994 and the mtxjerator
for Theta Pi Alpha sorority.
Sister Elaine is sincerely interested in the lives of the students here. She
says tha she "really enjoys working with the students at this time of their lives,
when they are try ing to claim who theyare and what they want from life." She
likes to hear from students - she even 1 ives on campus, in G'tower. "G for God,"
as she reminds students, always encouraging them to stop by if they need
someone to talk to - or they just want to say hello.
To students at Merrimack, Sister Elaine is a friendly face and a positive
role model. For all you've done for us - and for all you continue to do for the
college - We, the Class of 1994, thank you Sister Elaine!
Heather Ann Hussey
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Ken's Korner
(Editor's Pa^e)
Here 1 am, a senior majorins ii
Electrical EnnineerinKanJ EJitor-in
ChieJoltheMemmackan.anJdurin
the entirety of the Fall 1993 semester
I was out on co-op. What
combination!
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As 1 am writing this over Spring Breal
we are about to start the long, arJuou
process of organizing and laying ou
the 1994 Merrimackan. We hav
several late nights ahead of us, and w
will he here well into the summer, ai
we have been every year since 1 joine i
the yearUxjk staff back in 1991.
1 would like to thank Purdy-Vantim k
Studios for their help in getting all c. ^
the Orientation pictures, Seniciji^
Portraits, and the Sports candid
taken . Th is has rea lly eased the burde i
^
on our small photography staff. I’t;
sure we’ll be calling on them agaii^f,
during Senior Week as well.
We wish Father Deegan success in h
new role as Prior Provincial, and w
wish the class of 1 994 success in the
future endeavors.
mr
Working on the book is somethin
which neither 1, nor anyone else o
the staff, will ever forget. I’m sure a^r^
of you have had some memorabEj
times here at Merrimack College, v.
js
These are times to remember! |n
These Are Times To
Remember
As the sen ior c lass crosses
the platform and receives
diplomas, it will most likely be a
time of reflection for those
students. The impressions they
will have concerning their lives
here at Merrimack will no doubt
be as diverse as the personalities
of the graduates. Some will speak
of the college experience as if it
was the best time of their lives,
-tnd graduation will be an
emotional time for them. Their
tears will be regarded with
eonfusion by others, who do not
relieve that the Merrimack
experience was all that great, and
:hese young adults will breathe a
iigh of relief at grabbing the
eertificate. These people will be
ripping over each other seeing
vho can be the fastest at getting
')ut the door. In between these
wo extremes will be those who
ire indifferent in their memory of
vlerrimack, and hope that their
uture will bring more excitement.
For the first group I
^ nentioned, there will be no doubt
' IS to why they will remember
vlerrimack: it will be their
noment in time to cherish forev'er.
lowever, what about the rest?
iX^hy should they make any
attempt at holding on to what
they may regard as a mediocre
experience and something that
they would just as soon forget?
The answer is simple. Whether
any of us truly enjoyed
membership in the Merrimack
College community is not the
issue; the important fact is that it
is part of our lives. As such,
Merrimack will always be part of
our history. We learn from our
experiences and trials in life, he
they good or bad. 1 have at many
times in my life tried to repudiate
my past, and forget that it ever
happened. It never has worked
and it never will. And that is all
for the best. If we wc^uld ever be
successful at erasing parts of our
lives that we did not enjoy, we
would never grow as human
beings. More importantly,
someone who demolishes the
residue of had times will never
learn to fully appreciate the value
of good times.
So, these are times to
remember. What specific
occasions am I referring to? Well,
they could he as grand as a first
love at Merrimack, or even the
discovery ofsomeone with whom
life will be shared forever. Perhaps
they could be the classes where a
student did superbly on
presentations and received ample
recognition from the teacher. Any
trying moments that brought a
floor in the dorms closer together
in a bond offriendship also qualify.
Whether the graduate has been a
resident or a commuter, there has
been some interaction with new
people, and these new influences,
whether remembered as concrete
images of people or not, will be
carried through later life.
Unfortunately, bad recollections
will also surface. Maybe a gcxid
friend or a close relative became
ill. It is also possible that at some
point in time, a student has
emharrassed himselfor herselfat a
party and will not want to face
witnesses of that incident for some
time to come. A particularly trying
relationship that ended in a
heartbreaking break-up also fit
into this category. Nevertheless,
such events will be just as much a
part of the adult’s story as any fond
memories.
1 personally believe that
bad memories are not to be feared,
but to be filed. When one faces a
similar situation again in the
future, one will have that reference
point to be able to avoid further
trouble. If that person simply
forgets the bad experience, he or
she will be running the risk of
being hurt in the same manner. It
has been said that we never learn
from history:. I agree with that,
and 1 feel the reason that this is so
is that we are too willing to
eliminate thoughts of failure or
disappointment. If we would
acknowledge both the good and
the bad sides of life, a true picture
emerges, a picture which makes
the pec'iple it touches whole and
real.
In addition, let me make
some more ptrsitive points. The
next time a student sees a true and
treasured friend, he or she would
be wise to look that person in the
eye and memorize the picture. As
long as that memory remains, the
graduate will never he alone. The
next time an incident occurs
which will he a fond memory, a
student should take the time to
talk about it with anyone who
cares to listen. As long as good
memories have not been kept
silent, there will be room for hope
for anyone who considered the
issue. When those feelings are
kept alongside the had memories
'ifwe still want to call them that-
there will be balance.
I hope this has been as
helpful in reading as it was in
writing it. And please, hold close
all your memories.
By Doug Farmer.
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Maria C. Accetta
Marketing
Andria J. Adams
Psycholof'y
John F. Ahearn
Finance
Robin L. Allie
Enjilish
TeachinK Elementarv'
Anf'hley M. Almonte
International Business
Spanish
Jeffrey P. Amaro
Management
Mark T. Anderson
English
Douglas H. Andrew
Management
Joseph R. Angelo, II John E. Anjim Robert A. Annese James J. Arangio
Psychology Finance Management Marketing
Accounting
18
Beth A. Armstrong
Psychology
Teaching Elementary
Roh G.Atkinson
Sociology
Teaching Elementary
Regina M. Augusto
Psychology
Teaching Elementary
Lynn K. Aznoian
Marketing
Thaddeus F. Ball
Psychology
Philosophy
Mary E. Banusewicz
Psychology
Gina R. Barillaro
Psychology
Business Administration
Kristen M. Barry
Accounting
Mary E. Basiliere
Accounting
Kevin P. Bateman
English
Clifford A. Baxter
Management
Kimherly A. Beairsto
Management
19
Kerrin A. Bell
Psycholof'Y
Sociology
Nieredith R. Belyea
Psychology
Teaching Elementary’
Stacey L. Bemis
Marketing
Stacey A. Bennett
Political Science
Susan M. Bennett
Psychology
Sociology
Lisa A. Bergeron
Finance
Paula M. Bergeron
Biology
Elizabeth A. Berry
Psychology
Shannon A. Berry
Medical Technology
Tara G. Biancuzzo
Management
Mark W. Bodenradar
Finance
Accounting
James S. Bonasia
Management
20
Christian A. Bondhus
Marketing
John H. Bonfanti, Jr.
Business Economics
Kristopher D. Bottiggi
Political Science
William M. Boudo
Electrical Engineering
Arleen B. Bradley
Marketing
Religious Studies
Richard S. Brereton
Management
Lisa A. Brogle
Psychology
Teaching Elementary
Beth W\ Brown
Finance
Accounting
Jennifer L. Buelow
History
Teacher ot History
Elizabeth A. Bulman Gregg J. Burns
Political Science Accounting
Tammy A. Burns
Political Science
21
Timothy H. Buzzcll
Psycholof'y
Business Administration
Christine A. Cahill
Psycholoj'y
Teachinf» Elementaiy
Vincent A. Calvitti
Finance
Danielle Capone
Manafiement
Judith E. Carey
Psychology
Sociology
Kristine R. Caron
International Business
Kelly A. Carr
Business Economics
James \V. Carrigan
Management
Nicole P. Casey
Chemistry
Carmine Ca\aliero
Accounting
Christine Cayanaugh
Political Science
Nicole Cayossa
Psychology
Teaching Elementary
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Anthony Cesso
Political Science
Rebecca M. Chidiac
Psychology
Ann W. Chisholm
English
Jennifer L. Chistolini
Chemistry
Italian
Patricia M. Ciccariello
Management
Michael D. Civiello
Chemistry
Melissa J. Clary
Political Science
English
Donna E. Clemons
Management
Todd M. Cody
Marketing
Meeghan Coffey
Psychology
Biology
Jennifer F. Cole
Management
Daniel R. Collins
Management
i
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William F. Colonis
Fsycholo{'y
Teacher ot Psychology'
Matthew T. Connolly
Marketing
Jennifer A. Connor
Psychology
English
Michael D. Consoli
.Marketing
Steven Constantine
Chemistry
Mathematics
Mark C. Conway
English
Brendan M. Cosgrove
Finance
English
Tina Nt. Coufas
Management
Michael R. Cottam
Sociology
Kathleen F. Coughlin
Marketing
Kristin M. Courtney
Sociology
Teacher of Sociology
Antonio P. Cracchiolo
Electrical Engineering
24
Aaron J. Cramer Alicia M. Creeden Meredyth E. Crowley Miguel A. Crur
Finance Finance Psychology Psychology
Spanish
Mark R. Cuomo
Marketing
Rosemary Curran Jennifer J. Curro Kendra D. Curtin
English Management Management
Nancy Daly
Management
Troy J. Damhoise
Finance
Julianne J. Davie
Psychology
Sociology
Jonathan A. Dean
Biology
I
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Shela{»h C. Dean
Chemistry
Kerry E. DeFillippu
English
Teacher ot English
Michael P. DeLello
Management
Carmine DeMaria
Civil Engineering
Krista A. Demmer
International Business
/*
i\
John J. Dennehy
Biology
Scott M. Dennehy
Sociology
Biology
William F. Desmond, 111
Accounting
Kyle P. Devlin
English
Mark T. DeVylder
Civil Engineering
Daniel DiPasquale
Marketing
Alan R. DiTomaso
Finance
Accounting
26
Stefano DeVito
Accounting
Greg E. Doherty
Finance
Janies F. Doherty
Marketing
Jean M. Doherty
Marketing
Coleen K. Dolaher
International Business
Michelle A. Donahue
Psychology
Teacher ot Psychology
William H. Donegan
Political Science
Fine Arts
Michael C. Dorosko
Accounting
Christina M. DosSantos
International Business
Joseph M. Doyon, III
Political Science
English
Colleen Driscoll
Psychology
Teaching Elementary
Mary T. Driscoll
Marketing
Stephen R. Duly
Chemistry
Laura L. Duncan
Psychology
Sociology
John M. Dunham
Psychology
Paul M. Dwyer
English
Political Science
Sean M. Eagen
Accounting
Lisa M. Ehert
Marketing
Melissa j. Ehert
Political Science
Economics
Kimberly A. Ehrecht
Elistory
Philip J. Egan
English
Datanis C. Elias
Political Science
Political Philosophy
Robert E. Eallon
Electrical Engineering
Laurie A. Earia
Marketing
French
28
Jodi A. Femino
Accounting
Quentin A. Fendelet Stephen M. Ferrari Dean A. Finocchiaro
Accounting Management Management
Robert J. Fiore
Accounting
Martin G. Flaherty
English
Kevin S. Flatley
English
Fine Arts
Daniel J. Florence
Finance
29
Psycliolof!;y
Sociology
Erin E. Eostcr
Psychology
Religious Studies
Lisa A. Eraize
Psychology
Mario J. Ereni
Electrical Engineering
Kevin G. Gagne
Civil Engineering
Erik P. Gagnon
Einance
Mathematics
Amy B. Gallagher
Marketing
Erances Gallagher
Accounting
Jacqueline A. Gallagher Alejandra E. Garcia
Einance Computer Science
Christopher E. Gaynor Paul T. Gelinas
Political Science Computer Science
30
Eugenia T. Georges
Mathematics
Teacher ot Math
Christopher J. Gihney Nicole Glass
Electrical Engineering Marketing
Catherine M. Goolshy
Psychology
Sociology
Marc R. Gonthier
History
Thomas B. Goudreau
Accounting
Management
Kevin F. Goulding
Marketing
Diana M. Grande
Management
Joseph Grande
Psychology
William R. Graves Elizabeth A. Gray Patricia A. Griffin
Finance Finance English
Religious Studies Political Science
31
Denise M. Guttenberf'
Accounting'
Mark A. Hafjopian
Management
Pamela W. Hanglin
Political Science
Sandra L. Harding
Management
Brian Haskell Lisa M. Hayes
Electrical Engineering Einance
Tracy L. Hebert
Sociology
Psychology
Robert B. Hines
Philosophy
English
Krisitn D. Hodgson
English
Terry C. Holmgren
Psychology
Douglas B. Hood
English
John J. Hulhurt
Accounting
Einance
32
Rory A. Hutchins
Finance
Scott A. laluna
Computer Science
Ferrance J. Hurley
Management
Heather A. Hussey
English
Spanish
Christina M. lannelli
Accounting
Robert J. Isacco
Management
Jannsel A. Javier
Electrical Engineering
Scott D. Jones
English
Teaching Elementary
j
I
Christopher P. Jordan
Accounting
Cheryl A. Jusczak
Accounting
Van R. Kacoyannakis
Civil Engineering
Jennifer E. Kakley
Political Science
English
33
Christine M. Karageorge
Political Science
Kathryn F. Killory
Political Science
Spanish
Kevin B. Kirkpatrick
Accounting
Marketing
Kathleen M. Koloski
History
Ann Marie T. Kovacs
Marketing
Fine Arts
Kerrin M. Kroha
English
Sociology
Andrea F. LaBrecque
English
Teaching Elemental^
Sherrin M. Lacourse
Marketing
Fine Arts
Michael K. LaMarche
Management
Mark E. Lamson
Finance
Economics
Rene P. LaPointe
English
Margretta E. Lindhlad
Psychology
French
34
\lichelle A. Litz
jVlarketing
Jennifer A. Loughran
Psychology
John B. Lucas
Computer Science
Andrea Lumenello
Accounting
li
!
Elizabeth L. Luraschi
Biology
Julie E. Madden
Chemistry
French
Alana M. Magyar
English
Stanley A. Mallory
Chemistry
Mathematics
Laura Marrocco
Psychology
Michael E. Martel
Civil Engineering
Christopher M. Martin
Political Science
Fine Arts
Filippo Mastrocola
Accounting
35
Karen L. Max
Accounting
Paul M. Mayo
Accounting
Scott A. Mazur
Electrical Engineering
Christine E. McAuley
Psychology
Teaching Elementary’
Patricia A. McDonough
Sociology
Mark W. McKenna
Management
Wayde D. McMillan
Accounting
Michele A. Melkonian
Management
Elizabeth M. Mello
International Business
Spanish
Jonathan M. Merenda
English
Laura M. Michalisin
Finance
Daniel j. Mills
Civil Engineering
36
(ana M. Mitchell
Psychology
Michelle C. Moniz
Sociology
English
David P. Montgomery
Marketing
Patricia R. Moore
Finance
Christopher C. Morcone, 111 Lisa A. Morey
Management Political Science
Sociology
Claudia Y. Morse
Computer Science
Steven J. Moscaritolo
Accounting
1 ;!
Kevin J. Mullen
Marketing
Kristen M. Murphy
Marketing
Mark C. Murphy
International Business
Sarah E. Murphy
Psychology
37
Amy B. Nappa
Marketing'
Anf'cla M. Nappa Shirine A. Nassar
International Busimess Civil En^jineering
Michael Naughton
Management
Lindsay A. O'Day
Marketing
Karen E. Oliver
Psychology
James P. O'Neill
Accounting
jeannene A. Orofino
Psychology
38
Vlary J. O'Sullivan
'\ccounting
Wendy M. Ottana
Political Science
Fine Arts
Matthew J. Ouellette
Electrical Engineering
Kimberley A. Page
English
Stephanie A. Panagakos
Psychology
English
Michele L. Panzino
Sociology
Teaching Elementary
Eric J. Pellerin
Marketing
Isa A. Perez
International Business
Michael L. Perham
Civil Engineering
Jessica A. Perry
Political Science
English
Kristen J. Phelps
Accounting
Dina L. Picanco
Accounting
Matthew P. Poska
History
Teacher ot History-
Steven E. Pouliot
Finance
Eileen M. Power
Finance
Dorothy J. Prevost
English
Stephen E. Pride
Biology
Jennifer D. Provanzano
Sociology
Teaching Elementar\’
Joseph M. Quartarone
Marketing
Joseph R. Quartarone
Management
Stacey M. Quattrocchi
Accounting
Tracey Querra
Marketing
40
Cheri A. Quickley
Chemistry
William C. Rennie
English
Political Science
Michelle L. Reppucci
Accounting
Jason A. Richard
Accounting
Spanish
Christopher T. Riche Angela M. Rivard
Psychology Finance
English
Beth A. Roach
Accounting
Tracey L. Roche
Accounting
Thomas W. Rochenski
Mangement
David P. Romano, Jr.
Marketing
Finance
Lori Ann Romano
Biology
Brian S. Roosevelt
Political Science
Business Administration
41
Mark J. Rossetti
Biolofiiy
Sherry L. Russo
Accounting'
Charles T. Ryan
Manaijement
Andrea L. Sabshin
Sociology
Jennifer A. Salvatore
Political Science
Jennifer L. Sampson
Marketing
Kerry B. Sandberg
Sociology
Teaching Elementary
David A. Sarracino
Chemistry
Biology
Kara L. Savinelli Susan L. Savino
Psychology Management
Teaching Elementary’
Lisa A. Sawyer
Accounting
Christian R. Schena
Marketing
42
Vistoria L. Schoenhaar
Sociology
Teaching Elementary
Melissa L. Schwatka
Marketing
Jason R. Scopa
Political Science
Sociology
Lisa A. Sedivec
Biology
Macerkin N. Sepulveda Michael W. Shea
Political Science Accounting
Spanish
Michael R. Shinnick
Marketing
Jennifer M. Shola
Finance
Accounting
Brett A. Simas
Marketing
Economics
Michael P. Simonelli
Political Science
Maxine D. Simpson
Computer Science
Sharon L. Soper
Accounting
i 43
rPamela K. Sosnowski
Management
English
Audra E. Sprague
Management
Robert D. Stevenson Douglas S. Sulkala
Electrical Engineering Marketing
John F. Sullivan
Management
Tara L. Sullivan
Sociology
Business Administration
Lisa M. Suozzo
Marketing
Jodi E. Supino
Management
Michelle L. Surette
Acounting
Management
Julie A. Taglieri
Management
Marketing
Michael E. Trainor
Electrical Engineering
Jessica L. Trantolo
Accounting
I Kristyn J. Traylor
Management
Tina M. Valcourt
Accounting
Debra-Lee Vasques
Political Science
Spanish
Scott J. Venuti
Marketing
Michael F. Viens
Mathematics
Computer Science
Christine A. Vinton
Psychology
Fine Arts
Karen M. Wallace
English
Teacher of English
Jane A. Walsh
History
Sarah Jane Walsh
Biology
Psychology
Keith W. Waterhouse
Accounting
Lori A. Weeden
Psychology
Teaching Elementary
Garrett M. Wein
Management
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Jared M. Whelan
Marketing
Psychology
Jeffrey A. W'hitman
Finance
Allison J. Whitney
Marketing
Eliraheth A. WhcH)ley
Biology
Donna E. Wilkinson Jennifer S. Wilmot
Accounting Economics
Christopher W. Wood
Biology
Karen I. Yanus
Marketing
Management
Justin E. Hauser
Political Science
Brenda M. McDonough Catwoman
Marketing Criminology
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Two Sides To Learning
By l\)ug Farmer
Over the past year, I have been aware ot rwo drastically different ideas about what is important for the
students to take with them after Merrimack Colle{»e. On the one hand, 1 am told that the primary' purpose for
beinj; here is education, and that tar outweif'hs anything else. Yet, there are also those whci point out that the
social atmosphere affects people as much as any book they have read in class. For this reason, 1 feel that the
experience of college encompasses a lot more than m<.)st people realize. Although 1 have not seen and heard
everything with which other students are familiar, 1 do have some idea ofwhat we will remember in the future.
First of all, there are still aspectsofourclasses that we will recall. Perhaps a computer or business course
someone had will have some direct relevance on what he or she will be doing in the job market. For those in
liberal arts, it is generally more important to learn more and broaden minds than it is to have a direct use for
a class. For me, a class like Latin American History gave me knowledge 1 was never even mildly exposed to
in earlier schooling. Over and above any information we acquired, maybe we will remember when we shined
in a class, did a good presentation, or embarrassed a teacher on some minor point. More than once, 1 have heard
English majors praising a favorite book or play.
Before 1 move on to the social activities at Merrimack, 1 want to make one observation. “Socializing”
does not necessarily mean alcohol. While it may be so for some people, it is not for others, and there are such
things as responsible parties. 1 just thought 1 would mention this because, as those who were present at the
commencement might recollect, the valedictory address brought up the word “sober” more than once. His
point, 1 assume, was that a lot of fun activities went on that did not involve drinking. Nevertheless, to keep
hammering away at this might have made the more puritanical minds in the audience suspicious.
One of the best parts of socializing at Merrimack is that there are many groups that allow people time
to just talk. Examples would be the Argus, the Alternative Voice, the College-Wide Council, Greek
Organizations, or even floors in dorms. The feeling one gets from sitting stiffly in a hoard meeting setting is
far different than casually shooting the breeze with friends. Granted, there are those who feel student
organizations should be more professional in their behavior. Alas, we are not professionals, and the casual
atmosphere is what makes Merrimack activities more special than the stifling conformity of an administrative
gathering.
1 would also like to relate a learning experience for myself recently. I, like more than a few people,
have had some negative feelings with regard to the Greek organizations. This is partly due to the overflow of
information when something bad happens, and the trickle of information when these groups do something
good. Not all of my opinions have changed, but 1 know from some of those who have pledged that the Greek
organizations can make people closer than any of us outsiders realize. All groups could learn something from
these bonds of friendship.
Anyway, 1 hope 1 have shown that there is a wide array of knowledge to be gained at Merrimack
College that goes far beyond the classroom. And I hope all the departing seniors have taken advantage of all
these sources of learning, be they in the confines of a social function or in the open air. For those students who
have recently entered the school, it would seem that many of you came here to find new friends and experience
a social atmosphere unlike any other that you have witnessed. Therefore, it makes sense to join organizations,
not to overwhelm you with work, but to bounce your ideas and perspectives off of others, and also to absorb
the opinions and points of view of those around you. This is how one grows at College, and this is what will
be remembered long after these four years at Merrimack are history-. These are times to remember only to the
extent that one goes out of his or her way to become involved in activities that are unique, both in the classroom
and in organizations and social functions. And that is how there are two sides to learning.
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Ml 'in and l^id
Kevin,
Thanks tor all the
years ot excitement on
the athletic field hut
innst of all for heinj' a
wonderful son and
friend yt)u will never
know what it meant to
us.
Mom (Si Dad
3
Robert A. Annese
You have be-
come a women
of whom we are
so proud!
Gina Barillaro
Kevin Bateman
Mommy,
I am very proud
of you for doing
such a great job.
Lots of love,
Larissa
Meridith Belyea
I
Kristen,
We are all very proiKl of
you. As always you've
put your best foot for-
ward. Congratulations
and best wishes today and
always.
We Love You!
Mom, lYid, Theresa,
Tommy, Brian and Jake
Dear Lisa,
How proud we are of
your accomplish-
merits and the young
w’oman you ha\’e
become.
Love,
Mom (Si Maur
Kristen Barry Lisa Bergeron
I 82
Resa, we are so very proud of your accoru'
plishments there is no doubt that thru your
endless determination, your future has no
boundaries. We love you and may God
bless you always.
Lcwe,
Mom, Dad
Kerri
Tushu
Melissa:
May the world always
be your ice cream cone.
Congratulations! Good
luck in all that you do.
We love you.
Dad, Lisa, Lesslie,
Joey and Robby
5”^
V
.
.
Resa Marie Jillian Boback Melissa Brown
Dear Jennifer,
You've grown from a
precious little girl to an
outstanding young
woman. Be true to
yourself and always take
time for the sweet mo-
ments of Life. We love
you.
Mom, Dad, Erica + Julie
Gregg we are so very
proud of your accom-
plishments. You put
heart and soul into all
you elo. We know your
goals will he reached.
Congratulations sttn we
love you --You're our
favorite! ?!
L
-1
Jennifer Brooks Greg Burns
Robin you have been a
joy to us since the day
you were born. Your
family is so proud of
what you have accom-
plished in such a short
period of time.
Congratulations and
Good Luck!
Robin Brothers
Congratulations
Timothy! Your every
step has brought us joy.
May your life's journey be
filled with success and
happiness.
With respect, pride, and
love -
Mom and Dad
Timothy H. Buzzell
C \ )n^r.u iil.it U 'li.s Nici?k‘,
You h:i\’c alw'iiVN made iis proiiJ Steven
mure su un y- ’Ur ‘^railuation trum
Merrimaek.
l>.\ ; \u'i wish you rl’ic best always.
; u\ c,
OaJ, Mom, Jackie,
Oonna, Michelle, Lauren tSi
Grand Pa.
Patty,
This picture was taken on
yuur first day ot schiK)l.
We are very proud ot you
tor your achievements in
collej'e. We know how
hard you worked and
partied!!! Welcome to
the real world.
Love,
Dad (Si Ma
Nicole Casey Patricia M. Ciccariello
Nicole,
Words cannot explain how-
proud we are of you. You
exemplify the truest mean-
ing of a "beautiful daugh-
ter". We have watched you
grow from a pony tailed
child to a very responsible
and caring young adult.
You arc well prepared tor
the future!
Love ' Mom, Dad + Brother
Nicole Cavossa
I
Our nicest Christmas
present ever!
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom & Dad
Best Wishes. ..Love,
Laura & Heather
Jennifer Cole
Anthony,
It has been a long hard
road hut we knew you
could do it. We are all
very proud of you. Good
Luck.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Carla,
Dave, Lisa + Sauci.
Anthony Cesso
"We are such stuff as
dreams are made of,"
you certainly have
fulfilled C)ur dreams.
May you now fulfill all
of yours.
We Love You,
Mother + Dad
JP + Chris.
Matthew X. Connolly
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Jennifer, you have
given us such joy.
Congratulations on
your many accomplish-
ments. "Oh The Places
You'll Go!" We are so
very proud of you.
With pride and love.
Mom & Dad
Nancy,
May all the good
friends, luck and happi-
ness that you have had
follow you forever!
We are proud of your
accomplishments and of
the woman you have
become.
Mom, Dad, Patti
Kathy and Peter
Jennifer A. Connor Nancy Daly
Congratulations Tina!
We are so proud of your accomplishments. You
worked hard tor this, and now the day has
come when you can say, "1 mean it."
We wish you all the best life has to offer, for
you deserve it!
Love,
Mom, Dad
& Nick
Tina M. Coufas
Congratulations on your graciuation.
We are both exetremely proud of you
and hope that you acheive the things in
life that mean the most to you. We wish
you success and, most of all, happiness in
all you do.
Love,
Daddy and
Susan
Kendra Curtin
Troy!
For 22 years you have
been the main focus
in our lives. All your
endeavors have our
sincerest of approval.
Congratulaticms
!
Love.
Mom and Dad
Troy J. Damboise
Juli, worcis cannot
express our love and
pride. Yc^ur gentleness,
sensitivity anci caring
make this better world
for all you touch.
Thank you, darling.
Mother, Dad and
Greg.
J -
V »
i
'
’
,
Julianne Davie
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I. I’oniia, Katie, Mom,
i\-l
James Doherty
Mary,
From Sacred Heart
School to Fonthonne
Academy to Merrimack
College, here's three cheers
tor the road ahead.
Congratulations
agus Dia duit'
Mom and Dad,
twin brother Terry,
Anne, Tricia, Sheila,
and Patrick.
Mary Theresa Driscoll
MeLissa Jo,
E\’eryone is very proud ot
your accomplishments.
Merrimack graduate,
R.O.T.C. Air Force com-
missioned officer. Lieuten-
ant U.S. Air Force. Won-
derful daughter and loving
sister. Good Health, Good
Luck, Re Happy.
"Carpe l')iem"
Love I')ad
MeLissa Jt^ Ebert
Frt)in Diuidy's Little’ ilirl
to .\1>' (jirl to Mcdicul
Tccltiiologist ! CJreat
job Kim! We arc so
proud t)f you and proud
to he your parents.
Congratulations!
We Love You,
Mom (Sc Dad
Kimberly A. Ebrecht
Congratulations Boh!
To a cool guy who
has always made us
proud.
We wish you health,
happiness, and success
tor the future.
With Love,
Mom, Dad
Rick + Ron
Robert Eallon
Dear Ken,
Does this 4'day-old
baby look like a budding
engineer? We're very
proud it's turning out
that way but, would be
proud ot yc)u in what-
ever tield you choose.
Lt)ve,
Mom iSt Dad
Kenneth J. Farmer
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Jodi,
We have been proud to
be your parents from the
day you were born, you
have grown to be a truly
remarkable young
woman. Congratulations
on a job well done.
We Love You,
Mom and Dad
Tracey - Our little girl.
You've always made us
proud and neaw even
more proud of the young
woman you've become.
We love you and wish
you success and happi-
ness.
Love,
Mom & Dad
Jodi A. Femino Tracey Guerra
Congratulations, Quentin
for having selected to
receive honorary award
recognition hy having your
bibliography published in
the 17th Annual Edition of
the National Dean's List
1993-1994. We're proud of
you, and we love yoti.
Mom, Dad
+ Cal
Quentin Fendelet
Dear Mark - Congratula-
tions to a wonderful son,
brother, and grandson.
Our best wishes - we are
all proud of you for a job
well done.
All our love-
Mom, Dad + Gregory
Haciopian and
Sito Ahcxieely
Mark A, Hagopian
Congratulations Peanut!
Keep reaching for your
dreams you will find
them. May success and
happiness follow you
wherever you go.
We Love You,
Mom & Dad
XO
Amy Gallagher
You have learned for
learning's sake and
excelled in varsity
baseball - a true scholar
- athlete cT whom we
are very prouci.
We love you!
Congratulations
from Mom, Daci, and
Shawn.
Robert Blaise Hines
I )«.Mr Null 1
Till-- l^ t:> .li.in- with you how h.i|''py ;uiJ proud
wf .IP- ot yiuir . 11 . • )inidi-.hiiu-nts.
i T>> th.iiik you .ilso tor tin- lov .iiul sui-iporr you shar(.-J
with tiir tlipuii^h in.itiy ditticult Jays -- Tho.sc tncmorics
an- \ i ry -pi-ci.il.
.-Xtul
In thf y -.ir .ilv kI tiiay ytni titid peace and happiness
while .leheivin.L; suceess. May Ciod hless you always.
We h 'ld our children's hands tor a little while their
I
heart: forever.
I
Love,
^
Mother
1 li C'hri.ssy:
(^»nyrat Illations Sweet-
heart, we are .so proud ot
you! We wish you 1 lealth
much 1 lappine.ss an*.! a
Successtul tuture. May
luck he always tin your
side.
We Love you so very
much!
Love
Mom tSi Pop
Douglas B. Hood Christine M. ]. Karageorge
Dear Cathy,
Nothinj^ vvorthvvile is ever easy. The
years were tou^h hut you proved them
a match. The best part of your life is
ahead ot you. Live it to the fullest.
With all our love and admiration!
Congratulations,
Mom, Dad & Adam
Cathy Hubbard
Scott,
You are especially gitted
to share and to teach.
Shape the young minds of
tomorrow with patience
and love. Do well what you
do so naturally.
With great love and
enormous pride.
Mom (Si. Dad
Scott D. Jones
Kate,
You have given us 21
years of fun aniJ mys-
tery - We are very
prou(J of all you have
(Jone in a short amount
ot time enjoy the rest ot
your life.
Love,
Mom (Si DaiJ
Kathleen Koloski
Live, love, laugh and
he happy.
Congratulations we
love you.
Dad, Mom, Bobby,
Kristine + Marianne
Kerrin Kroha
I 88
Mark,
I am so proud of you. You've come a
long way; we've come a long way.
May you continue along your way
with success and most importantly,
much happiness.
With pride and love.
Mom
Mark Lawson
Congratulations
May this degree by just the hegining of
the success and happiness you will find
in your future.
We are very proud of you.
Love,
Mom & Dad
Michael Martel
Congratulations,
Michelle. We are so proud of you
and your accomplishments. We
wish you all the luck and success
in the future. You deserve it.
Love,
Mom, Dad + Marc
Michelle Anne Litz Christopher Martin
Sharing your life is a
wonderful gift. We
love you for all you've
been, tor all you're yet
to be. Your courage
and strength always
shine through.
Congratulations,
Mom, Dad, Brett
Congratulations Jeff!
We are very proud of
you.
Lots of luck in your
professional career.
Love,
Mom, Dad,
Sandra, Debby &
Mamama
Jeffrey E Mangini
Congratulations Brenda
remember sophomore
year I never had any
doubt that you would
make it. Let this end-
ing be the beginning of
a wonderful future. 1
am proud of you.
Love Mom
Brenda McDonough
1 )ear Mattltew,
C 'ongratid.itiuns on
your gHkluati' in.
Thank yc)U f-. -r rhc
many happy moments
especially the early
years.
Love,
\/1 ( + I d'li 1
'
.ta ^
<
-
-
C'ongratularions Sarah!
With all our love that the tuture
will bring you all the success and
happiness you deserve.
Mom, Daddy, and Claire
Matthew J. McQuaid Sarah E. Murphy
Congrarulations Chris!
You continue to make us
proud parents. It seemed
like yesterday your first day
of nursery school carrying
"snoopy" and your lunch
box. Your accomplish-
ments are many and we
wish you success after
Merrimack.
Love,
Mom + Dad Morcone
Christopher C. Morcone 111
To Mark,
"You've come a long
way baby." We're so
proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad,
Walter, Meagan
+ Caitlin
Mark C. Murphy
Angela, four years ago,
you were a young girl,
and now you are a lovely
matured woman. The
road ahead will be
difficult, but with your
spirit and determination,
you will be a success.
We love you uncondi-
tionally.
Mom & Dad
Angela Marie
j
r
* ij
Congratulations,
Michael on years suc-
cessful acheivement.
We are all so proud of
your accomplishemts.
We have great confi-
dence that you will have
a wonderful future.
Love Dad, Mom,
Stephanie, Tara
Michael Naughton
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Hi Jeanene,
We're all very proud ot
your accomplishments
during your four years at
Merrimack, but we can't
wait tor you to be home
again.
We love you!
Mom, Dad, Richelle,
Rich and James
Dear David and Lori Ann,
You have worked very hard and finally
your goal has been reached. We are
very proud of you both and wish you
great success and happiness in your
choosen professions.
Love,
Mom & Dad
Jeanene Orofino David and Lorri Ann Romano
Matt,
You've worked hard to
attain academic success.
But your real acheivements
stem from a quiet strength
of character, a loving and
understanding heart, and a
strong commitment to
family and friends.
Thanks tor the memo-
ries. Love always.
Mom, Dad, Chris
Congratulations Jennifer Salvatore!
We are very proud of you. We wish
you Love, Happiness, and Success
in the future.
Love, Mom, Dad, Jeannine, Joseph,
and Jill
Matthew Ouellette Jennifer Salvatore
Steve,
We're proud ot the
boy you were and of the
man you've become.
Congratulations on a
job well done! And on
the first step to becom-
ing a $ Millictnaire.
Love + Pride
Mom & Dad
Steven E. Pouliot
Congratulations!
We are proud ot you.
You have worked hard
and it's paid off. Always
remember that and
you'll succeed in what
ever you choose.
Lcn^e,
Karen, Brenda,
Mom and Dad
Robert Sellars Jr.
C 'oi'i^r.iliiliii iitns .iiul
luck. Sh.irmi,
yDu'w clone a ^rear
job! We are I’p )iicl
of you.
Los e 6c Peace,
Moni 6c Dad
Sharon L. Soper
C^)U}'ratiilat it)iis Ochra-
Lee. It seems like yester-
day yi)ii were taking your
first step, arms stretched
ti) meet the wiirld. We
are sd proud of you. May
you acheive all your
dreams.
We love you very much
Mom <Sc Dad
Debra^Lee Vasques
Jess-
Yen've come a long
way from MissPe^rrer's
Preschoc’)!. I'm very
proud of all you have
accomplished. 1 knc’iw
you have great things
ahead in your future.
I Love You,
Mom
Congratulations Keith:
We knew you ccnild
do it. Keep up the good
work. We're veiy- proud
of you. Follcnv yc')ur
dreams and may you
always find happiness.
Love,
Mom, Dad 6c Kevin
(Spunky Too!!!)
Jessica Trantolo Keith Waterhouse
He never hurries
and seldom worries.
Brian is a man of many
words - we expect
Brian to do wonderful
things -
But best of all he's our
son.
Love,
Mom 6c Dad
Dear Elizabeth
I just want you tc') knc'iw
how proud I am + always
have been i'll you. I
know with the strength,
talent and personality
ycui have your future can
he as bright as yc'iu are.
Love + Congratulations
Mean
Brian D. Turner Elizabeth Whooley
We wish yt^Li lots of lov'e
and luck in whatever path
you choose. We are very
proud of you. You have
worked very hard thse past
4 years, and the best is yet
to come. Go for it, Karen,
there's a great hig wonderful
world out there waiting for
you.
Love,
Dad, Mom + Amy
#
>
'V.
Karen Irene Yanus
"Fricn».ls like you arc like rare
Fasekall cards. Once you fii'id
them, you woukin't trade them
tor anything in the world!!!"
Fran
Lori Foskett
Pics,
These past tour years have been ^reat
tor me thanks to you. I can't tell you
emni^h how much I appreciate all you
have done tor me. We had a lot of
memories. You're the best triend that
everyone should have. Here's to the
years!
!
Love,
Bert
Jared, Kevin, and Michael,
1 just wanted to thank you tor a
^reat two years. It seems like I've
known you ^uys tor ever. You all
have taught me so much and 1 will
never tor^et it. Keep in touch and I
love you all.
Love,
Bert
94
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cOOPERATIVE EDUCATIOJ^
cooperative
'iducation at
vlerrimack College
IS a five-year
irogram in which
vlerrimack students
;ain the opportunity
0 alternate
emesters of the
icademic study
emesters of
practical wo rk
I'xperience. Co-op
:tudents, with the help of
he advisors and resources
n the Office of
cooperative Education,
ind placements in local
obs for four or eight
nonths at a stretch.
i\long the way, they
iccLimulate skills and
ixperience in their fields,
:;ssential elements in
tatting a career after
graduation.
i\dmittedly, it’s not
iilways as easy as it sounds,
'hnding a job can he
ilifficLilt, time consuming
iask; for example, the job
1
held during the summer
af 1994 can’t come
hrough until over a week
ifter the end of the
semester. Not every job is
perfect either. However,
I’ve learned as much
through Co-op about
what I don’t want in my
career as I’ve learned
about what I do want. It’s
a lesson I’d rather learn
now then a year after I
graduate. Unfortunately,
that is exactly what has
happened to more than
one friend of mine who
didn’t think a fifth year of
college was worth the
wait.
Of course, the benefits of
full-time work during the
college years is financial
as we 11. Money
accumulated during the
Co-op work semester can
he used to support
students during the
somewhat leaner school
semesters, when study,
not money, should he the
first priority. Personally,
I’m not sure whether I
would still he attending
Merrimack if I hadn’t
been able to draw from
money I have earned from
Co-op.
Despite an economic
climate as difficult as ever
and cutbacks at the
college itself, the Co-op
program as Merrimack
continues to expand its
reach. Every year, the
office’s staff spends time
developing new contacts
for students. In addition.
Co-op opportunities are
appearing in more fields
now: the summer of ‘94
marked the first year that
an English major
successfully netted a full-
time job through
Merrimack’s pilot Co-op
program for arts and
science students.
The pilot program was
instrumental in the U.S.
Department of
Education awarding
Merrimack in June
a one-year, “seed
money grant to
expand Co-op to
Arts and Sciences.
The total grant
proposal which Co-
op submitted to
Washington is for a
five year period.
Because Co-op won this
grant, soon Merrimack
students from almost
every major will have the
chance to elect Co-op.
More staff will he hired
and Merrimack will he
able to reach out to a
greater number of
companies, representing
a broad spectrum of
careers.
To me, the benefits ofCo-
op seems obvious, which
is one of the reasons that
I am perplexed by the
relatively small number
of students involved.
More then once, I’ve been
asked incredulously how
I can handle being in the
Co-op program for five
ears. After everything
I’ve gotten from it, I can’t
imagine how I’d handle
being out of it.
Chris Castiglione



LUBS
AND
ORGANIZATIONS
ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE
SOCIETY
Top: Alisa Placco, Mike
Rotondo, bob Hebret, John
Mastro, Darren Rathbone,
Tricia Rapka, Sarah Pearson,
Meredith Martin, Tina Rogers,
Tara Holtham, Steve Burns.
Bottom-Left: Alisa Placco,
President.
Bottom-Right: Russ Wass, Ad-
visor
The Accounting,
and Finance Society ha:
many activities durinj.;
the course of the year
One is tlie Bij^ - 6 N i^ht
in which the Ri^ - t
Accounting Firms conu
to Merrimack and tall
about their company
Another event is the
VITA Tax Preparatior
Seminar, where student:
learn how to prepart
income tax returns. Tht
students then serve tht
elderly in tht
community h^
volunteering their timt
to help them do theii
income taxes. We alsc:
help plan the Annua
Business Banquet witf
the Marketing
Association.
We would like u
thank our advisor, Rus:
Wass who has been t
great help to tht
Accounting ant
Finance Society.
Alisa D. Placco
Presidem
AMERICAN MARKETING
ASSOCIATION
Top-Left: Eileen Power, Mel-
issa Schwatka, Prot. Rich-
Duval, Nancy Dassault.
Bottom-Left: Karen Yanus,
Tara Riancuzzo, Lisa Sawyer,
Danielle Capone, Andrea
Lumenello, Nicole Glass,
Tracy Guerra
Top-Right: Lisa Ehert, Liz
Mello, Prof. Quinn, Prot.
Sendall, Stacey Bemis.
Bottom-Right: Gil LaMark,
Mark Murphy, Mike
Schinnick, Doug Sulkala,
Stacey Bemis, Jay Doherty,
Mark Lamson
LJ
Tli ’ past year has
he‘‘n full 't learning and
gniwih liere at the Argus.
Nt)ne nt us are graduating
this year, because we only
started here at Merrimack
in the tall ot 1992. Forthe
past year I have been
editor-in-chiet, watching
and trying to make sure all
ot us at Merrimack are
represented, especially
student opinion. 1 have
enjoyed working on the
Argus and will continue
next year. Christopher
Cummings has been the
Layout editor, we worked
hard to improve the
quality and the substance
ot the paper, making the
papers layout look a lot
better, and also writing the
humor column and the
Cell Life comics. Doug
Farmer has been our
Managing Editor this past
year. He handled all the
business ot the paper, and
started his own
Philosophy column in
which he explored great
unanswered questions of
mankind. Kristen
Picarillo was advertising
editor, contributing to the
money aspect ot the paper.
^
She worked hard to gather
ads and get the word out
that add space was
THE ARGUS
available. Other’s on our
statt and frequent
contributors were Dr.
Kelley, Vice-President ot
Student Life, with Kelley’s
Corner, Sarah Davis,
contributing time on proof
reading and advertising,
Christopher Marsella,
doing everything and
anything that was possibly
needed, including tons of
typing, Chris Castiglione,
Co-op student tirst
semester and writer tor us
second semester, Daniel J.
McKinnon, with Ice’s
Corner, Karin Borgersen
and her editorials trom
Villanova, Erin Warner,
tor her ideas and answers
to student’s questions. I
would like to thank the
statt and all those who
contributed time, energy,
and materials to the Argus
over the past year, we
really appreciated all the
contributions.
One thing we
have tried to accomplish
this past year was to follow
all that has happened at
Merrimack very closely.
We have worked closely
with some ot the seniors
and now that they are
graduating they take a
little piece ot the college
with them, hopetully
memories and not the
turniture. We have all
been through so much the
past year... the layotts,
tather l\‘egan’s farewell,
a new interim President,
Jacks’s Place, renovations,
and snow! We have been
through a lot this year, hut
we got through it together,
as students. The Argus
will look back fondly at
everything the students
have accomplished this
year. The Argus watched
as students got together to
put on events such as the
Lemonheads or the On-
Stager’s productions of
Harvey and The Apple Tree.
Students got together to
protest the layotts, to go
on Merrimaction retreats
or the Spring Break trip to
Washington, D.C., and
improve and energize
Merrimack. The basic
theme is that students got
together to involve
themselves with the
college, and as the
graduating class le)e)k‘
hack, 1 hope they see al
the improvements ane
changes that have beer
made, and known thau
they were a part eT that
As we leave we take a little
of the cedlege with us
Those memories o
friends, classes, and clubs
are all a part of Merrimacf
that we made ourselves
ourown contribution, anc
when we take the
memories. We leave
history and changes ir
their place. These are the
times to remember, the
times that we were
together, one moment ir
histe^ry that will live
forever as our college year'
at Merrimack.
Linda Davis
Editordn-Chief
I

ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING
MACHINERY
An ‘)Ciarion tor
O .inpLirin” Macliincry
is Merrimack’s sriklent
chapter ot tlie ACM, a
society ot students and
protessionals interested
in computing. Our
chapter ot the ACM has
several activities
including attendinj^ and
running programming
contests. This year the
ACM sent tour members
to Phoenix, Arizona for
the ACM’s big event
where students and
protessionals got
together to discuss
computing issues. We
were able to put on one
ot our best programming
contest this year.
Top: Stephen Zertas, Chris
Casiglione, Jean Henchey,
Chris Paradis all ready for
Pheonix.
Bottom: jean and Steve in
Pheonix's outdoor mall.
COMMUTER COUNCIL
MERRIMACK DANCE CLUB
Tliu Vlcrnniack l')ancc
Club has gotten ott to
a great start in nnly
nne short year!
Prox’iding tun anJ
exercise tor those
interested in dance, it
concept is one that 1
believe will gain
recognition even more
in the tuture. lairing
our first year, vve
viewed a pertormance
of the Nutcracker
Ballet in Boston which
was organized by the
MDC and sponsored
by SGA and MAC; we
preformed at over half
a dozen ot Merrimack’s
home basketball games
Top:(Back) Joceylna Brian,
Stacy Callahan, Maureen
MaiJhof, Nicole Davis, Kristen
Chattier, Erin Murray, Heather
Stone, Susan MurphyiMDL
Advisor). (Front) Janice
Patania, Jennifer Cormier, Amy
Natola, Dana Caporale, Kristen
Mannke, Stacy Viara.
Bottom:(Back) Maureen
Maidhot, Erin Murray, Nicole
Davis, Stacy Callahan. (Front)
Dena Caporale, Kristen Mannke,
Heather Stone, Stacy Viara
during the half-time
and celebrated
Valentine’s Day with t
Pizza Party.
The L')ance Team
which consisted of 1 3
members was started
by Nicole Davis, a
sophomore at
Merrimack. Our
advisor was Susan
Murphy who works in
Admissions and who
helped us
tremendously. We all
want to thank her tor
her support and hope
that she will join us
again next year, the
choreography for our
routine was developed
by Dana Caporale,
lb
!
k
Vice-President, while
Kristen Mannke serve
as Secretary and Janie'
Patania, Treasurer. W,
encourage each and
every student ot
Merrimack College to
give our club a try and
help us in making
|
many niore “Times To
Remember.’’
i
Nicole L. Davis !
!
Top: Stacy Viara, Jennifer
Cormier, Nicole Davis, Janice
Patania, dana Caporale,
Kristen Mannke, Jocelyne
Brian, Amy Natola, Erin
Murray, Heather Stone,
Kristen Chattier, Maureen
Maidhof, Stacy Callahan.
Right:(Back) Erin Murray,
Nicole Davis, Stacy Callahan.
(Eront) Dena Caporale,
Kristen Mannke, Heather
Stone, Stacy Viara.
Bottom: Jocelyne Brian,
Heather Stone, Erin Murray,
Jennifer Cormier
I
ENGLISH CLUB
Top: ( Back ) Tim Morris, Dr.
Schervvatsky, David
Michaud. (Front) John
Healey, Rosemary Curran,
Kristen Hodf^son, Alana
Magyar, Michelle Moniz.
92-93
pres ' Dave Michaud
tres ' Rosie Curran
sec ' Kristin Hodgson
93-94
Kristen Hodgson
Alana Magyar
Rosie Curran
Michelle Moniz
INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS
rMERRIMACTION
I
I
Top-Left: Peel those potatoes. Top-Ri»ht: Get off my face.
Bottom-Left: Push. Bottom-Right: Scrub ladies.

M
1
o O. 1R. 1E.
1
?:•—
M.O.R.E. the The heautiful setrinf^st^f
Merrimack Our Reach
Experience, is a studenr-
run retreat program.
Since 1985, the
M.O.R.E. Council,
made up ot tour students,
alon^ with the help ot
Campus Ministry, plans
six weekend retreats for
every academic school
year. A team ofstudents
retreat Leaders is cho'
sen to give retreatens a
weekend that they can
use to focus on them'
selves, their triends,
their family and God.
either the mountains ot
the Berkshire's or the
beaches ot Cape Cod
help to take you away
trom the everyday
stresses ofthe classrooms
and homework and al-
low you to relax, meet
new triends, and enjoy a
weekend of surprises
that you will never for-
get. You will undoubt-
edly he left with a smile
on your face and warm
fuzzy in your heart.
Beth Addessio
M.O.R.E. Council
Top: Smiling tor the camera ir-
the Berkshires in September an--
L to R: Brian Poulliot, PatPl
Ciccariello, Drea Sahshin, Kevii-
Mullen, Lisa "Bert" Ehert >S|
Brian "Di::y" Gillespie.
Bottom: A group picture for thi
November retreat in Cape Qxlj
L to R from top: Fr. Terr\' HylanJ
Jen Newell, Beth Addessio, MiL
consoli. Bo Smith, Meliss.
Krv'siewic:, Jared Whelan, ja’i^^
Torrisi, Paul LaMonica, Chr
Cullen, Erin Murray, Tony Silvap
Laura Michalisin, Christin:
DosSantos, Jim Sullivan, Rohi:^
Peckham, Denise Murphy, D.ir
McCee, Kerri-.Anne Field>,
Maria DiNanno, Mark Poirier
Chris Marsella, John Kuhinie^
Tony Velardo, MichelLj
"Miech" Moni:, Forrest Thompi
son, Jill Soper, Roise Curran,
.Andrea Luminello, Michell
Bova, Denise Cuttenherg, (S
Patty Sheehan.
ONSTAGERS
ALPHA DELTA GAMMA
II
NU PHI KAPPA
Nu Phi Kappa fraternity
was founded in 1962. It
is now Merrimack’s
largest and most active
Greek organization. We
are a very social
organization who takes
great pride in taking
time out to serve our
local community. This
yearNPK held its fourth
annual volley^hall'a'
thon which helps to
support the Lazarus
House in Lawrence. We
also sponsored two blood
drives with the local
chapter of the American
Red Cross and
continued out Monday
night howling program
with the folks at Fidelity
House. We also sponsor
several fund raising
events such as the
Valentine’s Day flower
sale, raffles, car washes,
and ofcourse off'Campus
social. Our socials
always serve two
purposes: 1 )is to provide
quality entertainment to
the student body, and 2
)
is to contribute
something hack to the
community.
This year will mark the
second annual “Suit'
case’’ dance. This event
not only is a great social
hut all profits are
donated to charity. NPK
encourages all Greeks to
join us in this great
event. This year also
marks some very
important firsts for the
fraternity. We held our
first annual “Back'tO'
School’’ Bash and our
first annual “Pig'Roast.”
We would like to
congratulate our two
newest pledge classes
Upsilon and Phi classes.
And
we would like to wish a
warm and sincere good-
bye to all the graduating
seniors whose hard work
has made NPK what it is
today — the strongest
Greek organization at
Merrimack.
Left: Greek Games (2nJ Plac e
-really 1st place) Pelican, Ditto,
Nick, Ghris, Bird, Kappa, A.].,
Craig, jumpin, Tim, Matty O,
Flipper, Terry, Tim C., Gil, D.j.,
Jamie, Brian, Mark, Scott, Steve
B., "PriJe-Sta" Steve P
1SIGMA PHI OMEGA
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Founded in 1899,
(Tau Kappa Epsilon is the
largest international
fraternity with more
then 300 chapters
located in the United
States and Canada. TKE
at Merrimack is driven
by a strong brotherhood
of over forty members,
committed to serving
the faculty, school, and
the surrounding
community.
Top: (Top) Peter Consoloute,
Jason Marr, Paul Hording, Jim
Sullivon, Phil Egan. (Bottom)
Aaron Span, Phil MacDonald.
Bottom: Matt Cowley, John
Petrocinni, Paul Harding, ^odd
Cody.
Within the past
year, TKE has done just
that. Some of the key
philantrophy events last
year include: special
Olympics Basketball
held in Haverhill,
charity work at the
Sutton Street Nursing
Home, tund'raising for
Unicet, and clothes
drive tor the needy.
TKE also has a
strong commitment to
the social aspects of the
student body. A few
social events include:
the annual Red
Carnation Ball, TKE’s
annual Kickin’ Ass
Bash, Halloween Party,
and various other social
events with other Greek
organizations.
TKE at
Merrimack has a diverse
membership of brothers
active in extra-
curricular activities
including: the SGA, the
Alternative Voice, RA
positions, and the Ski
Club. We also have
members that have
participated in Varsity
and intermural sports.
In the future,
TKE will continue its
tradition of leadership
to further the growth of
Greek life on
Merrimack’s Campus.
The Brother of TKE
wish the class of 1994
the best of luck!
PC’
THETA PHI ALPHA
We were
cstablisheJ October 4,
1984 as Pi Theta
Epsilon. We are happy
to announce that on
September 18, 1993 vve
otticially became the
Beta Psi chapter of
Theta Phi Alpha. Still
the largest anJ oldest
sorority on campus, we
are also the first and only
national sorority here at
Merrimack. Even
though our name has
changed, vve have not.
Pride, Trust, and
Equality are still the
values which continue
to bond the sisters of
Theta Phi Alpha.
The mission of
Theta Phi alpha is to
provide the opportunity
for development and
maintenance of social,
education, and spiritual,
leadership and
philanthropic purposes
and to provide lifelong
bonds ot friendship. The
sisters of Theta Phi
Alpha actively
participant all over the
^ campus, sharing with
everyone the values of
the sorority.
Theta Phi Alpha
will miss the graduating
members of the Beta Psi
Chapter Class. If it was
not for the
determination of the
seniors, we would not he
as strong as we are today.
Thank you for your
friendship, sisterhood
and memories that will
last forever. We wish al
of you the best of Luck.
You will he missed
greatly.
“Once A Sister,
Always A Sister”
XI LAMBDA PSI
Ki Lambda Psi was
founded in 1990 by five
jivomen who had bright
j
jaopes for the future.
Today, the friendship
imd commitment that
createdXLP has touched
the lives of many. The
sisters of XLP pride
ourselves on the
individuality of our
members, which
enhance the wholeness
of the group. Together,
we aspire to make the
college community a
better place for all. Over
the years, XLP has
participated in the Big
Brother/Big Sister
Program of Greater
Lawrence, raised money
for the Christmas Kids
of Lawrence, and
donated time to the
elderly housing at
Prescott House in North
Andover. This year.
XLP adopted an area of
Route 114, committing
to do all we can to keep
our environment clean.
XLP also sponsors
several social events on
campus, such as the Back
to School Bash with the
other Greek
organizations. As our
sisterhood continues to
grow in number, we will
continue to uphold the
values upon which our
sorority was founded.
The sisters of XLP wish
a fond farewell to the
graduating seniors and
warn welcome to the
Zeta class. You are the
future! We would also
like to thank our advisor,
Joan DeLano. Your
guidance and friendship,
we will always treasure.
INTERCULTURAL CLUB
i
r
Top: Isa, Jose Balhuena, Mi«uei
Cru:, Luis Silva, Zcnaida
Pazmino, Michelle Chemaly
'
Patria Rojas '
Left: International Puh night ai|
jack's Placehy InterculturalClub
]
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Congratulations to the 1994 NCAA
Division 2 Softball Champions!!!
SPORTS
/
Softball Softball Softball Softball Softball
f
Softball Softball Softball Softball Softball i)
Softball Softball Softball Softball Softball
Softball Softball Softball Softball Softballs
I
Softball Softball Softball Softball SoftbaM
^Softball Softball Softball Softball Softball]
'Softball Softball Softball Softball Softball
Softball Softball Softball Softball Softballs
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rhe Kim Page page...
f
rhis page is a six frame movie.
These probably aren't all from
the same pitch, hut it looks
good...




Jewish-Christian Relations Week
Hl^torv sIh)\V!. us, unturtunarcly, that huinankinJ continues to make the s;ime mistakes over and over
auain. One reason this is st) is that most ot the world remains largely ij'mirant of hismry and its implications tor
us all. We are often ashamed ot times that we must rememher. A particular example of this indifference would
he the current movement - alarmingly active - to deny that the HolcKaust, a massacre of millions ot Jews, ever
occurred, a force that seems to he takinf* nxn in Kith Hurope and the United States. Even many who do not douht
this occurrence remain unaware of the tension that has existed between jews and Christians at various points in
history’.
To combat such in.sensitivity, a panel met at Merrimack Collefie on April 19, 1994 as part of Jewish-
Christian Relations Week in a program entitled “Denial ot the Holocaust." The panel consisted of Ms. Shiela
Dectar, l')irectorot the American Jewish Conjjress in New England; alsti. Dr. Lawrence Diwenthal, the Northeast
Ref'ion Director ot the American Jewish Committee; finally, Rev. Robert BullcKk, Pastor ofOur Lady ofSorrows
Catholic Church in Sharon, Mass.
,
as well as a hoard member ot a program called “Facing History’ and Ourselves."
All three had their own angles on the problem.
Ms. Dcctar said that she was teaching at colleges in the late 1960s and early 1970s when she began
receiving mail tilled with “non.sense,” stating that the Holocaust never occurred. Indeed, most European History'
hooks in the early 1 970s “had about one paragraph on the Holocaust.” Thus, children - a vital restiurce tor making
sure the evidence is not forgotten - were not taught of the killing in the disastrous light where it should he.
According to Dr. Lowenthal, one of the most deceptive aspects of Holocaust denial is that it is often
disguised as scholarly research. Many would tr>’ to argue, for example, against the accuracy of “the German
documents on which the Nuremberg trials were based... Two effective media for those who deny the Hokxiaust
are computer bulletins and talk shows,” said Dr. Lowenthal. True, most people would not take those sciurces
seriously, but it is the ideas that fuel them that we must confront with as much education as possible.
Rev. Bullock offered his opinion that people who dismiss this calamity like being part of the intellectual
discourse, because the more their beliefs are talked about, the more legitimacy they attain. He also drew a
distinction between “Anti-J udaism, which is hatingJews for who they are, especially when they will not assimilate,
and Anti-Semitism, which is hating Jews for fantastic reasons.” As Padraic O’Hare said in comment,”Many
teachings of Christianity have been totally foreign to the teachings ofRabbi Jesus, such as the idea that Christians
replaced Jews in God’s affection.” “ In the time of the Holocaust, 95% of teachers in Germany belonged to the
Nazi teachers’ association,” said Rev. Bullock. Teachers must not be this submissive in the future. Jews were used
as scapegoats in the past, but if the Holocaust is forgotten, all of us who stoexJ by will be the only ones to blame.
Another event ofJewish-Christian Relations Week was part of the Rabbi Samuel J. Fox lecture series,
featuring Krister Stendahl, a former bishop of Stockholm. The title of his talk was “Can The Victim Ever Trust
The Victor?” which revolved around the tension between Jews and Christians throughout history'. Mr. Stendahl
pointed out that following the institutionalization of Christianity during the time of the Roman Emperor
Constantine, Christians have held a wide array of leadership positions in the western world. Jews, on the other
hand, have not gained such authority. They have gone the route of financial success or intellectual achievement
to establish themselves. Strange how some have resented them for that, when these were the only paths open to
them! The focus of the talk mirrored the concept of the week in that it emphasized the need for two groups that
come from identical roots to understand each other.
Dong Farmer

afMONHEADS
WHEN: SHTUROnV APRIL 9, 1994
lUHERE: MERRIMHCK COLLEGE
UOLPE GYMNASIUM
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ORIENTATION
Lisa Shanks, Mark, Heather, Brad &. Rick at Seaport
im the tern
Trump Tower
- Mark Murphy
- Brad Faucher
' Rick Brenon
Rockefeller Center

204
MARDl GRAS
Kriiten Lamarese & Bnan Mureiki)
Jay Scopa & Mark Murphy
Michelle Moni: &. Chris Molda
Michelle Moni:, Kristen Hodson &. Tania Guimond
. ^
Sara Jane Walsh, president of the
Biology' Club, driving herself nuts
trying to get everything ready on time
for Earth Day.
205
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H EY YOU
!
Hi all ! 1 never
thought that when 1
entered Merrimack that
1 would he writing to the
class of 1994 as
Managing Editor of the
Yearbook. It was a busier
then expected year with
lots of work and things
to do. Little did 1 know
of the amount ot work
that was going to go into
producing the Yearbook.
As is finish up my last
page on my Macintosh
at home 1 am relieved
and proud of the work
that this small group did
to turn out another book
in the yearbook
tradition. What made
the project much harder
was the very small staff
of Ken Farmer, a few
other and 1 doing all the
work. It was the quarter
of what might be even
considered a small staff.
1 find myself wondering
iif there will he a
yearbook in the
following year due to the
Fact that most of the
others that worked on
jthe yearbook with me
were seniors 1 do not
think it is possible for a
Oook. If there was a staff
j:o work with, the
potential for the book is
limitless. It will be a
missed tradition and
piece of history for the
college to go
yearhookless.
1 would like to say
thanks to Ken Farmer
for his giving me the
freedom and space to get
my work done. I would
like to thank my friends
Dan “the Great ICE”,
Simon, and all my other
friends for keeping me
company on those late
nights ofworking on the
yearbook. 1 would like
to thank my parents for
the use of their car to
allow me to meet Ken
for meetings up at
Merrimack. 1 also would
like to thank Ed McGee
at the Computer Store
for use of his Macintosh
computers. Laser
Writer and help
with upgrades for
our computer. It is
hard to remember
all the people that
did favors for me
make my job
better hut thanks
to them all.
Having not
been a product of
too many pranks
that the typical
Freshmen 1 look
forward to the next year
with hope and
enthusiasm. There is no
way to tell what time
will bring, hut to truly
he able to move forward
we have to remember
these times. If 1 can find
a group of dedicated
students to work with
me 1 look forward to
turning out another
yearbook. Take pride in
yourself and your work,
till nest time. .
.
Oh, by the way, "Hey
You!" came to mind
when 1 was having
trouble thinking of a
title. 1 have Pink Floyd
and an incredible
concert to thank for
that.
Stephen Zerfas,
Managing Editor
214
MICHELLE MONIZ
(PHOTOGRAPHY)
l^id you know that, according to Reader’s Digest, the odds of dying a
a result ot falling out of hed are over a million to one? Right now, it
seems, 1 am facing similar odds in landing a decent job. Offers are not
knocking down my door, and rejection letters practically arrive before 1 I
apply for the job. But nevertheless, 1 persevere; 1 send out an average of
eight resumes per week. It has not been all had. 1 hate to say it hut it
has been a “learning experience” for me
—
perhaps a much-needed one.
Back before the job-hunting began, 1 thought it would not he
extremely difficult to find secure, full-time employment with benefits in
a human service organization. Yet as the resumes went out and the
“Thanks, hut No Thanks” letters came in, 1 quickly realized that 1 was
not alone in the 90s professional job search. My understanding parents
often reiterated that a great number of graduates had since passed
through the hallowed halls of a university in May
—
just like me—who .
were searching for employment
—
just like me. Thus supply definitely
{
does not equal demand!
j
So 1 have learned to adjust. I have learned that despite the some- '
times grim possibilities, 1 cannot lose sight of my long-term goals. So
j
when it looks as if things are not working the way you would like, revisej
your standards: apply for part-time, ixid-hour, low paying work if it
j
means gaining experience. No one ever got a job because he previtiusly I
had a great retirement package. Experience is what ct^unts, s<i be willinj
to starve if it means soaking up some hands-on.
1 keep telling myself that this hard work will be worth the time 1 havi
spent: short-term successes will equal a larger, long-term goal. And if it
takes a “Generation X” job phase for me to achieve future success, 1 will
consider that a “learning experience” too. “The trouble with success is
that it always is disguised as hard work.” And with all the practice at
hard work I have been getting lately, success should scxin seem as easy a>
falling off a bed!
G(Hid luck to the Class of 1994 and thanks to all who have helped!
HEATHERANN HUSSEY
(PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR)
1 Was Just Thinking...
It hardly seems like four years ago that I first came to Merrimack College for orientation. I can remember that hot Saturday in June as if
it was yesterday. As I stood in Volpe Center waiting to have my college ID picture taken, I looked at the sea of unfamiliar faces that
surrcuinded me and I wondered if 1 was going to make it there. Little did I know it then, but not only was I going to make it - I was going to
grow to love it there.
And little did I know it, but the next time we would all he gathered there in the lobby of Volpe, we would he graduating. That time,
not lost in a sea of unfamiliar faces, but at ease in the company of friends.
Somehow, by 1994, that unfamiliar campus we arrived at in 1990 had become a home away from home - a place where friendships were
formed, things were learned, and memories were made. Each one of us
has special things that we’ll remember about Merrimack. It is those
memories that we will have with us long after we’ve forgotten where we
put our diplomas.
When we graduated, we ended a chapter in our lives. But the
yearbook is our way of preserving the memories we made. Ten, twenty,
thirty years down the road, we can open it up and remember our days
spent at Merrimack. We’ll be able to look back and remember our days
spent at Merrimack. We’ll he able to look back and remember those days
with a smile.
There are a few people I’d like to thank for making my college years
so special. Sarah Jane, Steve, Michelle, Lori and Lisa - thanks for your
friendship and all the good times! Mark, thank you for your love, your
support, and for always believing in me. And a special thanks to my
family - I couldn’t have done it without your love and encouragement.
I hope ever^'one enjoys the book. As photography editor, I did my
best to capture some memorable moments. Congratulations and best
wishes to the Class of 1994-
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KENNETH ). FARMER
(EDITOR-IN-CHIEF)
1 Icrc I iim in tEie miJJlc of July 1994 one week away tnmi
siibmittinK rlie last of the 1994 Merrimackan. It ha}> been a
lonf* pnKess, although four months shorter than the produc-
tion of the 1993 Yearh<K)k. The 1993 Merrimackan was
finally finished with the help of John Kurd:ionak, Phil Braica
and especially Guy Garon of jostens puhlishinK company.
Now, hack to the 1994 Merrimackan...
This year, I’ve been fortunate to have Stephen Zertas
working with me on the layout. Heather Hussey ser\ed as
Photography Editor and had Sarah jane Walsh and Michelle
Moniz working with her. If it wasn’t for Michelle Moni:, the
Residents section would have been only candids, no group
shots. Guy Garon has been ver>' helpful this year as well. Pd
also like to again thank Jackie of Purdy Vantine studios for
covering several events, the Baccalaureate Mass, L')inner and
Commencement among them. Jackie alsr> tixik most of the
Sports candids. The entire Student Activities office, Fr.
Gillin, Paul MtxJa and Carol Taylor, were ver>' helpful, and 1
thank them. I’ve been able to draw on the experience 1
gained while working under past editors of the Yearbtxik,
especially Robert Simpson and Heather Fleming. Thanks to
Jim Seavey the Sports section does have some team photos.
He also provided most of the Softball photos used. Congratu-
lations to the NCAA Division 2 Softball Champions!
1 would like to apologize tor the lack of copy in the
Yearbook and anything else that is missing. Due to our
dwindling staff, what you see is all we could accomplish. If
any of you in the classes of 1995, 96 or 97 don’t like what you
see, please join the YearKxik staff and help out! Even it you
like what you see, you may still join the Yearbook staff and
take part in a rewarding experience. My being out on co-op
during the fall also prevented me from accomplishing much of
anything until the spring. 1 would not have traded my co-op
experience for anything, however. I learned a lot, especially
people skills during my second eight month term, which will
be with me for the rest ot my life unlike the technical stuff
which will be obsolete in five years. My co-op experience also
provided connections which 1 used to get into Ohio State
University with a Graduate Research Assixriateship.
1 hope this book helps you remember your time here at
Merrimack College.
Congratulations to the Class of 1994 and gtxxJ luck in your
future endeavors!
Andria J. Adams
P.O. Box 246
Easton, MA 02334-0246
Kevin P. Bateman
46 Chickering Street
Lawrence, MA 01843-3833
Christopher J. Boisselle
1 7 Lakeridge Drive
Georgetown, MA 01833-1401
Robert S. Burt
386 Annette Court
Wyckoff, NJ 07481-3127
Nicholas P. Alexis
2 Point Road
Norwalk, CT 06854-5005
Clifford A. Baxter
26 Cedar Point Circle
Centerville, MA 02632-3259
Casey M. Bolger
33 Blanchard Road
Wilmington, MA 01887-2248
Emile R. Bussiere
55 Carpenter Street
Manchester, NH 03104-2246
Robin L. Allie
31 Marion Avenue
Biddeford, ME 04005-4036
Kimberly A. Beairsto
82 Grand Street
Reading, MA 01867-2413
Juan A. Bonilla
2 1 Hancock Street
Lawrence, MA 01841-5018
Timothy H. Buzzell
Blaine Avenue
East Brookfield, MA 01515
Anghely M. Almonte
6 Campo Seco Street
Lawrence, MA 01841-2010
Kerrin A. Bell
12 Locke Street
Saco, ME 04072-2831
Daniel C. Booth
1 2 Regis Road
Andover, MA 01810-5308
Thc)mas J . Byrne
13 Lafayette Park
Lynn, MA 01902-2411
Douglas H. Andrew
8 Hampshire Circle
Methuen, MA 01844-6814
Meredith R. Belyea
20 Cornell Road
Danvers, MA 01923-2563
William M. Boudo
5 1 9 Gooseberry Road
West Springfield, MA 01089-1951
Christine A. Cahill
12242 Pentwater Court
Indianapolis, IN 46236
Joseph R. Angleo, 11
90 North Street
Somerville, MA 02144-1126
Stacey L. Bemis
4102 Sparrow Court
Lutz, FL 33549
Arleen B. Bradley
1 1 McCarthy Road
Lawrence, MA 01843-2004
Patrick F. Callahan
27 Dadant Drive
Wilmington, MA 01887-2112
Robert A. Annese
30 Pearl Road
Saugus, MA 01906-1253
Stacey A. Bennett
1 1 Upland Road
Burlington, MA 01803-1406
Lisa A. Brogle
194 Telegraph Avenue
Chicopee, MA 01020-3022
Vincent A. Calvitti
78 Meadowbrook Lane
Chalfont, PA 18914-2811
James J. Arangio
1 19 Walnut Street
Saugus, MA 01906-195
1
Susan M. Bennett
46 Ferry Street
Lawrence, MA 01841-2256
Jennifer A. Brooks
2 Moody Street
Amesbury, MA 01913-3512
Danielle Capone
2 Campbell Road
Stoneham, MA 02180-1952
Beth A. Armstrong
50 Marshall Avenue
Lowell, MA 01851-4812
James P. Benoit
5 Hallenan Avenue
Lawrence, MA 01841-3248
Robin A. Brothers
5 1 Cotton Street
Roslindale, MA 02131-1609
JoAnne M. Cappellano
16 Bluberry Street
Weymouth, MA 02188-1102
Rob G. Atkinson
203 Ayer Avenue
Moncton, NB EIC 8H1
John C. Berchtold
57 Windham Road
Derry, NH 03038-4432
Beth W. Brown
19 Thornhill Condos
Stratham,NH 03885-2552
Paul J. Cardone
1 9 Meadow Lane
North Andover, MA 01845-4328
Regina M. Augusto
37 Aborn Street
Peabody, MA 01960-6041
Lisa A. Bergeron
762 College Road
Lewiston, ME 04240-2518
Eric F. Brown
40 Center Street
Danvers, MA 01923-1440
Judith E. Carey
3025 Central Avenue
Ocean City, NJ 08226
Lynn K. Aznoian
62 Wild Rose Drive
Andover, MA 01810-4631
Elizabeth A. Berry
2 1 1 Old Farm Road
Milton, MA 02186-3739
Melissa L. Brown
785 Woodbine Avenue
Cincinatti, OH 45246-4518
Elizabeth A. Carlisle
6 School Street
Lawrence, MA 01841-5042
Mary E. Banusewicz
19 Mayfield Street
Springfield, MA 01 108-3533
Shannon A. Berry
107 Pleasant Street
North Andover, MA 01845
Bruce A. Browne
1 7 Heath Road
Hampstead, NH 03841-2 1 39
Kelly A. Carr
2 1 Evans Road
Stoneham, MA 02180-3220
Tiffany Barakitis
103 Webster Street
Haverhill, MA 01830-41 17
Loyd G. Bezold
33 Matignon Road
Cambridge, MA 02140-1006
Jennifer L. Buelow
41 1/2 Bank Street
Ware, MA 01082-1158
James W. Carrigan
301 Riverview Avenue
Drexel Hill, PA 19026-2224
Gina R. Barillaro
619 Finch Avenue
Meriden, CT 06450-3634
Lisa C. Blinn
460 Chadwick Road
Bradford, MA 01835-8220
Elizabeth A. Bulman
19 Pratt Road
Scituate, MA 02066
Nicole P. Casey
22 Garrity Road
Burlington, MA 01803-2719
Kristen M. Barry
53 Marie Avenue
Weymouth, MA 02190-3138
Resa M. Bohack
701 Pearl Street
Reading, MA 01867-1 147
Gregg J. Burns
14 Brookside Drive
Billerica, MA 01821-2203
Christine Cavanaugh
1 1 Gale Street
Malden, MA 02148-5320
Mary E. Basilere
18 Devon Court
North Andover, MA 01845-4282
Mark W. Bodenrader
23 Woodbury Street
Salem, MA 03079-3274
Tammy A. Burns
15 Montgomery Street
Lawrence, MA 01841-1208
Nicole F. Cavossa
1855 Bridge Street
Dracut,MA 01826-2644 217
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.Michael D. ConMili
2 3 RolhnN Street
tiroveland, .MA 01834-1806
Kendr.i D. Cairtin
9 Thomas Street
l3iirlington, MA 01803-261
3
Aaron L. Dil3clla
41 Jumper Dive
Saugas, MA 01906-31 38
Rflvct-.i M. C'huli.ii.
Sh.iws I..IIU-
IV.iKkIv, MA C\^t>0 ‘y‘>\S
Steven Camst.intine
277 I3c-ll Street
Glastonbury, tn" 06033-1741
Nancy D.ily
26 IXirant Ro.id
South Weymouth, .MA 021S>0-2714
Kem A. Dignan
28 Constitution Rir.td
Charlestown, MA 02129-2008
Ann W. C 'hi>hi>lm
12 ScJncwK L IVnc
S(.iiii.itc, MA 02v.\i6-14l 1
Brendan M. Cosgrove
105 Pleasant Street
North Andover, MA 01845
Troy J. DamKiise
1 1 3 Crown Street
Bristol, CT 060 10-6 124
Daniel DiP.csquale
20 Pigeon Line
Waltham, .MA 02 154-4733
Icnnifcr L. C'histnlini
60 FViutwcll Street
R».>ton.MA 02 122-2524
Dmald R. Cote
37 Academy Street
Manchester, C2T 06040-4453
Julianne J. D.ivie
58 Pier 7
Charlestown, MA 02 1 39
Alan R. DiTomaso
1 5 Birch Street
Saugu-s, MA 01906-3737
Stephen E. Cicilline, Jr.
7 Fair (Aaks Line
Greenville, R1 02828-2525
Tina M. Coufas
1 Surrey Dive
North Andover, MA 01845-1803
Shelagh C. D-an
8 Southgate Road
Chclrasford, MA 01824-2125
Angela J. DiTore
1 1 BirchwiKid Dive
Bedford, MA 01730-1 303
Mikel A. Cimmino
252 Raleigh Tavern Lane
North Andover, MA 01845-5652
Kathleen F. Qiughlin
1 1 S Spring Street
Bradford, MA 01835-71 31
Paul E. DarKim
70 Spruce Road
Danville, NH 03819-31 17
Stefano DiVito
498 Main Street
Watertown, MA 02172-2222
Michael D. Civiello
45 Quicy Road
Glastonbury, CT 06033-3036
Kristin M. Courtney
25 Spring Valley Road
East Longmeadow, MA 01028-2512
James P. DBIois
35 Naushon Road
Pawtucket, R1 02861-3710
.Michael S. Dixon
147 Hamilton Street
Saugus, MA 01906-1559
Theresa M. Civiello
3 Savona Street
Salem, MA 01970-1725
Jerome W. Cox
1 59 Clinton Street
Hopkinton, MA 01748-2630
Kerry E. DeFillippo
3 Halsey Street
Lawrence, MA 01843-3708
James F. Diherty
8 Village Green
Henniker, NH 03242-0275
Melissa J. Clary
26 Metacomett Road
Scituate, MA 02066-3724
Michael J. Coyne
161 High Street
Lawrence, MA 01841
Sherrie A. DGennaro
7 Presidential Dive
Wilmington, MA 01887-281
3
Jean M. Dtherty
44 Elmer Road
Dirchester, iM.A 02124-5014
TrxJd M. Cody
67 Forest Hills Drive
Farmington, CT 06032-3043
Antonio P. Cracchiolo
236 Princeton Street
East Boston, MA 02128-1408
Carmine DMaria
81 Fremont Avenue
Everett, MA 02149-5022
Coleen K. Dilaher
32 Biscayne Avenue
Saugus, MA 01906-2204
Meeghan Coffey
103 Highland Avenue
Watertown, CT 06795-2509
Aaron J. Cramer
37 Lake Road
Enfield, CT 06082-2216
Scott M. Dennehy
219 Cabin Road
Colchester, CT 064 15-1 504
Henry R. Dirario
70 Rivers Line
Malden, MA 02148-1934
Dorothy A. Cogan
26 Emerald Drive
Reading, MA 01867-3378
Alicia M. Creeden
120 Healey Terrace
Brockton, MA 02401-1740
JoAnn Derrico
1087 Broadway
Somerville, MA 02144-1815
Michael C. Dirosko
20 Timberland Dive
Riverside, R1 02915-1941
Jennifer F. Cole
36 Shepards Path
Marshfield, MA 02050-6215
Meredyth E. Crowley
3 1 WcxMland Road
Medford, MA 02155-2159
Michael E. Dslauriers
23 Cinderella Circle
Dracut,MA 01826-1307
Linda M. D>w
590 North Broadway
Haverhill, MA 01832-1222
Daniel R. Collins
30 Lancaster Drive
WestwiHxJ, MA 02090
Kerrie L. Cunha
75 Rounsevell Road
Tewksbury, MA 01 876-22 12
Robert L. Desmarais, Jr.
39 Acorn Street
Haverhill, MA 01832-3001
Joseph M. Dsyon, 111
7 Corbett Lane
Winslow, ME 04901-7635
Willian P. Colonis
33 Savi Avenue
Waterford, CT 06385-2223
Mark R. Cuomo
45 Castlemere Place
North Andover, MA 01845-2038
William F. Desmond, 111
82 Trueman Drive
Malden, MA 02 148-21 32
Colleen Discoll
727 Merrimack Street
Lowell, MA 01852-1424
Matthew T. Conolly
4 High Lake Dive
Bethel, CT 06801-2933
David S. Curcuru
1 7 Colby Road
Danvers, MA 01923
Kyle P. Devlin
1 7 BrightwixxJ Road
Unionville, CT 06085-1057
Mar>' T. Discoll
23 Webster Street
North Quincy, M.A 02171-2001
Jennifer A. Connor
17 Ellison Road
Lexington, MA 02173-7407
Rosemary Curran
421 Gallivan Boulevard
Boston, MA 02 124-52 30
Mark T. D'Vylder
96 Old Stixkbridge Road
Lenox, MA 01240-2810
Stephen R. l\ily
23 Edgelawn Avenue, Apt =8
North .\ndover, M.A 01845
Laura L. Duncan
38 Boutwell Street
Wilmington, MA 01 887-2607
Quentin A. Fenelet
418 Kirkpatrick Court
Saskatoon, SK S7L 6Z2
Alejandra E. Garcia
6 Neptune Street
Tewksbury, MA 01876
Elizabeth A. Gray
34 Mystic Valley Parkway
Winchester, MA 01890-3834
John M. Dunham
P.O. Box 1607
Brattlehoro, VT 05302-1607
Gary' J. Frenandes
7 Summer Street
Medfield, MA 02052-1725
Shawn M. Garrett
49 Upland Road
Burlington, MA 01803-1436
Patricia A. Griffin
1 1 Vista Lane
Glastonbury, CT 06033-1400
Paul M. Dwyer
171 William Kelley Road
Soughton, MA 02072-3017
Stephen M. Ferrari
3 Battleview Circle
Lexington, MA 02173-2265
Christopher E. Gaynor
2 Winding Brook Road
Bristol, CT 06010-2420
Tracy R. Guerra
24 Pinecrest Road
Scituate, R1 02857-2127
Lisa M. Ebert
1 7 Dickerman Road
North Easton, MA 02356-1304
Dean A. Finocchiaro
16 Lenox Circle
Lawrence, MA 01843-3405
Eugenia T. Georges
59 Wildwood Road
Andover, MA 01810-5729
Denise M. Guttenberg
37 Central Street
Acton, VIA 01720-3522
Melissa J. Ebert
4 Cynthia Lane
Northport, NY 11768-3227
Christopher J. Fiore
68 Wescott Street
Malden, MA 02148-4630
David T. Gianotti
42 Banks Street
Waltham, MA 02154-3602
James R. Hadad, 11
26 Jenkins Road
Andover, MA 01810-2306
Philip J. Egan
108 Joe English Lane
Manchester, NH 03104-2735
Robert J. Fiore
45 Dyer Street
Billerica, MA 01862-3113
Christopher J. Gibney
76 Pond Street
Methuen, MA 01844-2134
Mark A. Hagopian
37 Emerson Street
Belmont, MA 02178-3920
Datanis C. Elias
71 Harbor Street
Salem, MA 01970-5821
Kevin S. Flatley
38 Blueberry Lane
Reading, MA 01867-1212
David J. Gilmartin
90 Grampian Way
Dorchester, MA 02125-1035
Edward Hammonds
319 Riverside Avenue
Medford, MA 02155-5725
Jeffrey D. E-stella
21 Woodland Road
Southhorough, MA 01772-181
3
Daniel J. Florence
1 2 1 Empire Street
Chicopee, MA 01013-1935
Nicole Glass
670 South Street, Apt. ^8
Waltham, MA 02154-1426
Pamela W. Hanglin
80 Presidential Circle
Hampton, NH 03842-2308
Robert E. Eallon
27 Tremont Street
Malden, MA 02148-4012
Michael E. Flynn
9 Christopher Street
Newburyport, MA 01950-1909
Nicole M. Gomes
150 Pine Street, Apt. “133
Manchester, CT 06040-5005
Thomas S. Hanson
36 Strathmore Road
Wakefield, MA 01880-1422
Laurie A. Faria
2 Aberdeen Street
Salem, MA 01970-1 116
Lori-Ann Foskett
107 Pleasant Street
North Andover, MA 01845
Michael D. Gonzales
300 Whipple Road
Tewksbury, MA 01876-3542
Sandra L. Harding
474 Russell Street
Woburn, MA 01801-5348
Kenneth J. Farmer
423 Farrwood Drive
Bradford, MA 01835-8445
Lisa A. Fraize
264R Broadway ^5
Methuen, MA 01844
Catherine M. Goolsby
6 Diamond Ledge Road
Stafford Springs, CT 06076
Brian Haskell
88 Upland Road
Brockton, VIA 02401-2326
John J. Farrell
211 Gardiner Road
Quincy, MA 02169
Mario J. Freni
19 Taylor Street
Malden, MA 02148-8018
Peter C. Gormley
160 Maple Street
Methuen, MA 01844-1252
Vlaureen A. Haughey
247 Eliot Street
Milton, MA 02186-2201
Theresa M. Farrell
P.O. Box 151
Middleton, MA 01949-0251
Lisa A. Fruhheis
65 Gates Lane
Stow, MA 01 775- 1203
Thomas B. Goudreau
46 Centerville Drive
Salem, NH 03079-2675
Justin E. Hauser
3 Laurel Crest Drive
Waterford, CT 06385-3305
Michael T. Fatalo
25 Loring Road
Winthrop, MA 02152-2316
Erik P. Gagnon
24 Joseph Road
Revere, MA 02121-2840
Kevin F. Goulding
71 Terrace Road
Medford, MA 02155-3022
Richard K. Hayden, Jr.
1 7 Arlene Avenue
Wilmington, VIA 01887-1 1
1
'
Bradford R. Faucher
18 Upland Road
Atkinson, NH 03811-2542
Amy B. Gallagher
84 Colvintown Road
Coventry, R1 02816-8516
Anthony R. Gouveia
27 Bowen Avenue
Medford, MA 02155-6129
Lisa VI. Hayes
308 Lyman Road
Vlilton, VIA 02186-4765
James J. Federico
27 Beverly Avenue
Salem, NH 03079-2513
Frances Gallagher
34 Moulton Street
Lynn, MA 01905-1623
Diana M. Grande
58 Wingate Avenue
Methuen, MA 01844-6430
John P. Healey
64 Outlook Road
Wakefield, MA 01880-1453
Jodi A. Femino
51 Willing Avenue
Warwick, R1 02888-5125
Jacqueline A. Gallagher
175 Stonecleave Road
North Andover, MA 01 845-22 17
Joseph Grande
1 Appaloosa Lane
Methuen, MA 01844-1828
Tracy L. Hebert
500 Forest Street
Viethuen, VIA 01844-1939 219
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V.in R. K.icoy.inn.ikis
82 Aciishnet Road
Sp'ririgtielil, MA 01 105-2217
.Mich.iel K. L.i.M.irche
207 Old M.iin Street
Tewksbury. ,VIA 01876- 1755
Scan J. Lydon
9 Monroe Street
Ltwrence, MA 01843
Kristin 1 V 1 liKltivin
HSS 1..intern Lane
IMiie IVll. PA i‘^-i:M6n
Jetiniter E. K.ikley
2 3 Wettdover Road
Springfield, MA 01 118-1 127
GilK-rt J. L.imarre
1 5 Church Street
Amherst. Nil 03031-2923
Shawn M. Lynch
32 Bancroft Road
Andover. MA 01810-4120
1 Xlliul.ls IV 1 llKH.1
lOH Sexton .A\etiiii
WestwiKKl, MA 020^0-282 5
1 leather A. Kane
20 1 hlltop Hrive
Monson, MA 01057-97 31
1 ieidi M. Lang
141 North Avenue
Haverhill. MA 01830-2653
Joseph M. MacGilvray
105 Queeasbury Street, Unit C
B<Mon. MA 02215
John P. 1 loii|,’hton, III
U Merrill Avenue
S,ilem,NHOk''79.2727
Christine M. Karageorge
1 52 Wachusett Avenue
Arlington, MA 02174-7241
Rene P. LiPointe
1 1 Loring Road
Methuen, MA 01844-7726
Timothy MacLean
122 PlciLsant Valley Street
Methuen. MA01S44-7204
Cathy .A. 1 luhh.irJ
157 Prospect Street
Wakehekl.MA 01880-2126
Brian A. Keaveney
220 Vernon Avenue
Yonkers, NY 10704-2428
Christopher R. Larcome
1 1 Milk Street
Methuen, MA 01844-51 34
Julie E. Madden
23 Tewksbury Street
Andover. MA 01810-5826
John J. Hulhurt
8 Sheldon Avenue
Wilinintjron, MA 01887-2921
Shawn F. Kennedy
50 Trenton Street
Melrose, MA 02 176-4427
Sandra A. LaVache
34 Otis Street
Watertown, MA 02172-4008
Calista L. Maharaj
49 Steeplechase Court -8
Haverhill. MA 01832-3600
Retina M. Hurley
9 Hillyndale Road
StotTs, CT 06268-1801
Kathryn F. Killory
3 1 Ctxiper Road
East Falmouth, MA 02536
Jeffery L. LeDuc
4 Hanson Road
Danvers, MA 01923-3421
Frank E. Majewski
99 Bryan Avenue
Dracut.MA 01826-2403
Terrance j. Hurley
14 Ravine Road
Melrose, MA 02176-4339
Colleen M. Kilroy
132 Concord Road
Wesrford, MA 01886-4004
Margretta E. Lindblad
89 Valley Shore Drive
Guilford, CT 06437-2 150
Stanley A. Mallory
98 Lyman Road
Noah Andover, M.A 01845-3740
Heather A. Hussey
3 Laurel Street
Salem, MA 01970-4612
Kimberly E. Kirk
42 Royal Crest L'lrive -1
1
North Andover, MA 01845
Michelle A. Litz
22 Jay Road
Scituate, MA 02066-2719
Toni-Ann Manfrates
290 Broadway, Suite 383
Methuen, MA 01844
Rory A. Hutchins
20 Virginia Avenue
North Kingstown, R1 02852-6032
Kevin B. Kirkpatrick
45 Third Street
North Andover, MA 01845-3625
Leslie S. Longo
1 33 Fttrest Hill Avenue
Lynnfield, MA 01940-1702
Patrick J. Manzi
43 Spring Street
Wakefield, MA 01880-4053
Matthew S. Inman
808 North 17th Street
Blue Springs, MO 6401 5-2927
Kathleen M. Koloski
5 Burning Tree Lane
East Sandwich, MA 02537-1708
Jennifer A. Loughran
856 Princeton Boulevard
Lowell, MA 01851-2017
Christopher J. Maroun
37 Queen Avenue
Methuen, MA 01844-4924
Jannsel A. Javier
1 14 Jaclcson Street
Lawrence, MA 01841-3834
Eric H. Konieezko
10 Peach Tree Lane
Danvers, MA 01923-3427
Patricia K. Lovell
9 Innis L'frive
Danvers, MA 01923-1620
Michael E. Martel
1 35 Lowell Street
Tewksbury, MA 01876-3401
Darek R. jenner
428 Forest Acres
Bradford, MA 01835
Ann Marie T. Kovacs
237 Pemhrook Road
Mountainside, NJ 07092-1720
John B. Lucas
46 Park Street
Lawrence, MA 01841-4856
Christopher M. Martin
1 53 Ivy Street
.Attleboro Falls, MA 02763-1053
Peter C. Jervinis
2 3 Grandview Road
Billerica, MA 01821-5309
Kostas P. Kritikos
56 Auburn Street
Haverhill, MA 01830-5021
Andrea Lumenello
1 1 Glenellyn Road
Lowell, MA 01852-31 13
Susan A. Martin
38 Peach Hill Avenue
North Providence, R1 0291 1-1925
Scott D. Jones
7 1 Myrtle Street
RtKkland, MA 02370-1755
Kerrin M. Kroha
10 Kimberly Court
Marshfield, MA 02050-6212
Elizabeth L. Luraschi
281 Andover Street
North Andover, MA 01845-5237
Jeffrey B. Massey
48 Stanley Road
Swampscott, M.A 01907-1420
Amy E. Jordan
53 Edwin Road
Waltham, MA 02 154-8209
Andrea F. LaBrecque
Rtiute 3 North
Licoln,NH 03251-0104
Eric J. Lusignan
347 Falley Drive
Westfield. MA 01085-491
3
Filippo Mastrocola
12 Wyllis Avenue
Everett. MA 02149-1 120
Cheryl A. Jusc:ak
183 Salisbury- Street
Dnicut.MA 01826-5736
Sherrin M. Lacourse
1 1 Kelley Street
South Portland, ME 04106-2723
Laurie J. Lussier
40 Linwoixi Street
Andover, MA 01810-2746
Roseann M. Matteo
161 Elm Street
Medford, MA 02155-1043
Karen L. Max
6 Fir Circle
Cedar Knolls, NJ 07927' 1544
Krista M. Merullo
4 Edged if! Road
Watertown, MA 02172-3546
Sarah E. Murphy
6 Fairbanks Road
Chelmsford, MA 01824-1312
]eannene A. Orofino
271 Asharoken Avenue
Northport, NY 11768-1120
Paul M. Mayo
3 Browning Road
Arlington, MA 02 174-7011
Isabella M. Meyer
36 Evergreen Drive
North Andover, MA 01845-6002
Amy B. Nappa
7 1 Briar Lane
Westwood, MA 02090-0002
Wendy M. Ottana
184 Brooks Street
Medford, MA 02155-2341
Scott A. Mazur
93 South Hampton Road
Amesbury, MA 01913-5706
David ]. Miles
30 Stinson Road
Andover, MA 01810-5012
Angela M. Nappa
2 Myma Street
Burlington, MA 01803-1221
Matthew]. Ouellette
30 Foxhill Road
Andover, MA 01810-1641
Scott A. Mazur
93 South Hampton Road
Amesbury, MA 01913-5706
Daniel ]. Mills
19 Corcoran Road
Burlington, MA 01803-2739
Shirine A. Nassar
6 Longwood Drive ^5
Andover, MA 01810
Kimberly A. Page
126 Sesame Street
Dracut, MA 01826-4124
Christine E. McAuley
61 Carolyn Road
South Weymouth, MA 02190-1729
]ana M. Mitchell
832 Lynnfield Street
Lynnfield,MA 01940-1520
Alexander A. Nasson, ]r.
70 Westland Avenue
Winchester, MA 01890-3471
Stephanie A. Panagakos
31 Ayrshire Lane
Avon, CT 06001-2101
Kristine McCarthy
9 Butternut Road
Grantham, NH 03753-0518
Michelle C. Moniz
33 Leroy Drive
Riverside, R1 02915-161
1
Michael Naughton
5 Lind Terrace
Randolph, MA 02368-5021
Michelle L. Panzino
66 Constitution Drive
Shrewsbury, N] 07702
Brendan F. McDonagh
66 Rutledge Road
Belmont, MA 02178-2633
Christopher C. Morcone, 111
16 Haven Street
Milford, MA 01 757-3820
Cooper R. Naylor
70 Faulkland Street
Pictou, NS BOK IHO
Kim A. Paris
1 1 Forrester Road
Wakefield, MA 01880-1717
Sean K. McDonnell
21 Village Green Street
Norfolk, MA 02056-1008
Lisa A. Morey
1 1 Pine Street, Apt. 2
Gloucester, MA 01930
Brendan ]. Neilon
99 Boxford Street
Lawrence, MA 01843-2305
Leslie E. Parker
Pead Hill
Wilton, NH 03086-9102
Brenda M. McDonough
13 Bellingham Avenue
Everett, MA 02 1 49- 1 2 1
8
]ennifer Morrison
40 Short Street
South Easton, MA 02375-1019
]ames M. Niland
52 Laconia Street
Lexington, MA 02173-2228
Robert Pastore
66 Pearl Street
Somerville, MA 02145-3421
Patricia A. McDonough
54 Autumn Street
Everett, MA 02149-4606
]effery M. Morse
60 Piscassic Street
Newmarket, NH 03857-1 1 1
1
Lindsay A. O’Day
35 Candlewyck Drive
Newington, CT 061 1 1-5243
Isa A. Perez
8 Inman Street, Apt. 1
1
Lawrence, MA 01843-2751
Mark W. McKenna
36 Country Club Road
Stoneham, MA 02180-2360
Steven]. Moscaritolo
29 Pearl Road
Saugus, MA 01906-1260
Denis G. O’Driscoll
17 Clarence Road
Wayland, MA 01778-3105
Michael L. Perham
8 V iolet Road
Peahody, MA 01960-3172
Wayde D. McMillan
220 Ash Drive
Weyburn, SK S4H 0S2
Kevin ]. Mullen
2 1 East Park Avenue
Lynn, MA 01902-11 13
]ames P. O’Neill
23 Hall Road
Stoneham, MA 02 1 80- 1 368
]essica A. Perry
51 Guilford Drive
Warwick, Rl 02886-1031
Matthew]. McNulty
53 Herrick Road
Boxford, MA 01921-2101
]ames M. Murphy
27 Saunders Street
Medford, MA 02155-1208
Mary ]. O’Sullivan
275 Salem Road
Billerica, MA 01821-2143
Mark A. Peterson
527 Old Post Road
Tolland, CT 06084-2828
Matthew]. McQuaid
14 Nahant Avenue
Dorchester, MA 02122-2310
]oseph A. Murphy
5 Dorset Circle
Andover, MA 01810-4709
Lori M. Ohorski
1 Harvey Lane
Stafford Springs, CT 06076-4012
Kristen ]. Phelps
45 Pitman Road
East Hampstead, NH 03826-2494
Michele A. Melkonian
3 Richard Road
Hingham, MA 02043-3965
Kristen M. Murphy
18 Hodgkins Road
Rockport, MA 01966-2044
]ohn P. Olenio
58 Lois Street
Haverhill, MA 01831-0804
Dave A. Phillip
132 Timson Street
Lynn, MA 01902-1841
Elizabeth M. Mello
12 Bartlett Street
Beverly, MA 0191 5-5104
Mark C. Murphy
30 Walnut Street
Staten Island, NY 10310-1642
Karen E. Oliver
1 5 LeBaron Drive
East Greenwich, Rl 02818-3031
Cara A. Picanso
465 Pine Street
Lowell, MA 01851-2901
Mary C. Mercuri
10 Kenwood Street
Chelmsford, MA 01824-4306
Mark ]. Murphy
9 Dartmouth Street
Somerville, MA 02145-3833
]ulie A. Oriola
3 Seal Harbor Road PH 3 5
Winthrop, MA 02152-1000
Beth-Ann C. Pickles
60 Hillcrest Avenue
Methuen, MA 0 1 844- 1518
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l.'hristian J. Reg. in
65 5 Mi-rmn Avenue
1 'pjH-r 1 >;irhy, PA l'A''82
Brian S. Rinisevelt
1 1 5 (.XiiliMik Road
Marshfield, MA 02050-41 17
Lisii A. Sedivec
18 ('amp Seco Street
Liwrence, MA 01841-2010
S.tliiiiK A. I’lciiuMUi-
(vSO IViimiii;ti>n Sircct
h..st MA 02i:> 1 1 S4
William C Rennie
21 Broail Street
Weymouth, MA 02 1 88- 1 705
TheiKlore A. Rose
1 1 72 Washington Street
Gloucester, MA 01950-1054
KimK-rley L. Seed
55 Hollow Tree Line-
North Andover, MA 01845
M.iithcw l\ I\uk,i
'‘>0 St.iiiJisli Ko.iJ
l.vnn, MA0h)04-102^
Michelle L. Reppucci
96 Kelly Ro.id
Dracut.MA 01826-5202
Sherry L. Russo
P.O. l5ox 970
Wilmington, MA 01887-0570
Jeremy J. Seiben
280 I5iechspring Rirad
South Oange, NJ 07079-1510
Ji’llri'v S.
25 I-ulton Strci-t
Wohurn, MA 01801-5255
Jason A. Richard
6 Canterbury' Way
Merrimack, Nil 05054-2651
Charles T. Ryan
107 WiHxichff Drive
Waltham, MA 02154-4761
RoK-rt C. Sellars, Jr.
14 Farrington Line-
South Hamilton, MA 01982-1 120
Stc vi-n H. Pmiliot
42 tlrccnwiHKl RoaJ
AnJovcr, MA 01810-5 508
Christopher T. Riche
478 Sterling Place
Ridgewood, NJ 07450-1857
Andrea L. Sabshin
1 4 Ledge Road
WiHKlbridge, CT 06525-1802
Macerkin N. Sepulveda
20 Hampton Street
Liwrence, MA 01 84 1-42 13
Eilccn M. Power
147 Mount Vernon Street
IVdham, MA 02026-51 54
Michael D. Risitano
3 Dawes Circle
Woburn, MA 01 801 -47 17
Jennifer A. Salvatore
16 WildwtHid Road
Wethersfield, CT 06109-3564
Kristen L. Shallow
73 Fairview Road
Lynnfield, MA 01940-1510
Dorothy J. Prevost
18 Cahot Road
Holliston, MA 01746-2561
Angela VI. Rivard
290 Howard Street
Berlin, NH 03570-3702
Jennifer L. Sampson
50 Cleveland Street
Malden, MA 02148-6226
Michael W. Shea
5 CottonwiKid Line
Agawam, VIA 01001-3413
Stephen E. Pride
21 West Beech Ridge Road
Scarborough, ME 04074-9752
Beth A. Roach
43 EC Dick Road
Billerica, MA 01821-6266
Kerry B. Sandberg
5 Belmont Road
Billerica, MA 01821-2009
Michael R. Shinnick
10 Royal (2oun
Norwexx!, VIA 02062-1580
Jenniter D. Provamano
5 Hampton Court
Lynntield, MA 01940-1216
Scott J. Robillard
8 East Sheppard Lane
Chelmsford, MA 01824-2215
David A. Sarracino
1 7 Harvard Road
Andover, MA 01810-2519
Jennifer M. Shola
24 Vleadow Line
North Andover, MA 01845-4329
Christian A. Pszenny
23 Quannapowitt Avenue
Wakefield, MA 01880-1025
Steven R. Robinson
89 Bruin Hill Road
North Andovet, MA 01845
Kara L. Savinelli
19 Montgomery Street
Lawrence, MA 01841-1208
Luis e. Silva, Jr.
14 Beacon Street, Apt. 8
Lawrence, VLA 01843
Nicholas A. Quarateillo
283 Vernon Street
Wakefield, MA 01880-1951
Diane M. Rocha
221 Douglas Rtwd
Lowell, MA 01852-391
3
Susan L. Savino
107 Pleasant Street
North Andovet, MA 01845
Melanie N. Silva
29 Vlccormack Avenue
Medford, MA 02155-1726
Joseph M. Quartarone
97 Berkeley Road
North Andover, MA 01845-5203
Tracey L. Roche
48 Garrison Street
Grovcland, MA 01834-1829
Lisa A. Sawyer
52 Lamoille Avenue
Bradford, MA 01835-7713
Brett A. Simas
40 Myrick Lane
Harcatd, MA 01451-1223
Joseph R. Quartarone
8 West Kenneth Street
Lawrence, MA 01843-2741
Thomas W. Rochenski
87 Ipswich Road
Boxford, MA 01821-2021
Cynthia A. Schena
88 Chadwick Road
Bradford, MA 01835-8210
Maxine D. Simpson
1 4 1 Greenwixxi Road
Andover, MA 01810-3545
Cheri A. Quickley
1 Water Street
Haverhill, MA 01830-6221
Patricia A. Rtxldy
1 7 Bradford Road
Cheim.sford, MA 01863
Robert J. Schena
1 9 Oxford Street
Haverhill, MA 01830-2605
Daniel C. Smith
1 7 Marlboro Road
Georgetown, MA 01855-1702
Regina A. Rapp
85 Burley Street
Danvers, MA 01923-2530
David P. Romano, Jr.
1 Philip Avenue
Peabody, MA 01960-2628
Victoria L. Schoenhaar
530 Eastwotxl Drive
Cutchogue, NY 1 1935-2208
Sharon L. Soper
254 Woburn Street
Wilmington, MA 01887-2106
Kevin M. Reed
8645 East Dr>’ Creek Road =1213
Englewood, CO 801 12-2787
L(tri Ann Romano
1 Philip Avenue
PeaKxly, MA 01960-2628
Steven A. Schwerdtfeger
5 Yale Boulevard
Beverly, MA 01915-1627
Pamela K. Sosnowski
25 Bhxxl Road
Andover, MA 01810-4701
Michael G. Reed
587 East Street
Hingham, MA 02043-2047
Steven P. Rooney
1 5 North Cross Road
North Andover, MA 01845-4853
Jason R. Scopa
2 1 7 Springvale Avenue
Everett, MA 02149-5424
John F. Sprxmer
50 West\'ale Drive
Concord, MA 01742-2935
Robert D. Stevenson Tina M. Valcourt
20 Beech Avenue 29 Marian Drive
North Andover, MA 01845-3903 Auburn, ME 04210-5311
Elizabeth A. Whooley
3 Orchard Street
Greenville, R1 02828-2810
Douglas S. Sulkala
46 Bullard Street
Norwood, MA 02062-2059
John F. Sullivan
1 5 Beach Street
Foxhoro, MA 02035-1 1 31
Molly M. Sullivan
85 Riverside Avenue ^87
Stamford, CT 06905-4417
Richard E. Sullivan
251 Great Plain Avenue
Needham, MA 02192-4104
Jodi E. Supino
6 Northwood Road
Middletown, MA 01949-2458
Michelle L. Surette
198 Vernon Street
Wakefield, MA 01880-1912
Carlo N. Valeri
8 Shadow Lane
Andover, MA 01810-2843
Dehra-Lee Vasques
1 04 Beacon Street
Lawrence, MA 01843-31 10
Anthony M. Velardo
3 1 Park Avenue
Malden, MA 02148
Scott J. Venuti
2 Hardy Road
Bedford, MA 01730-2124
Christine A. Vinton
45 Uncatena Avenue
Worcester, MA 01606-1661
Christopher W. Vlitas
1 Apple Blossom Way
Groveland, MA 01834-1741
Donna E. Wilkinson
9 Depot Street
West Hartford, VT 05084-0056
Christopher W. Wood
90 Birchwood Drive
Holden, MA 01520-1942
Karen 1. Yanus
22 Farragut Avenue
Medford, MA 02155-4012
Lynne A. Young
81 Ferry Street
Lawrence, MA 01841-2209
Juan E. Zajdman
Callao 1421 11 “40”
Buenos Aries
Sebastian G. Zajdman
Callao 1421 11 “40”
Buenos Aries
Donald E. Surrette
12 Sandy Lane
Salisbury, MA 01952-2022
Karen M. Wallace
142 Kent Street
Scituate, MA 02066-4629
Todd E. Swift
247 Highland Road
Andover, MA 01810-1915
Jane A. Walsh
1 1 Hedman Avenue
Hampton, NH 03842-4022
Jennifer S. Tervvilliger
29628 Woodhrook Drive
Agoura Hills, CA 91 301-441
3
Sarah Jane Walsh
65 Congress Street
Manchester, CT 06040-3018
Melanie H. Thurston
1 1 5 Kenwood Road
Dracut,MA 01826-41 11
Keith W. Waterhouse
1 10 Dinsmore Street
Lowell, MA 01852-3910
Michael D. Thwing
17 Red Jacket Road
South Weymouth, MA 02190-2823
Lori A. Weedan
107 Gardiner Street
Lynn, MA 01905-1716
Angela M. Titone
18 Glenw(H)d Road
Hampton Falls, NH 03844-2132
Garrett M. Wein
1 7 Fairview Avenue
Suncook,NH 03275-1 145
Michael F. Trainor
1 3 Coburn Avenue
Pelham, NH 03076-3622
Oliver Weiss
35 Mount Joy Drive
Tewksbury, MA 01876-1064
Jessica L. Trantolo
2 Mulberry Lane
Avon,CT 06001-4525
Scott W. West
41 3 Spruce Street
Rollinsford, NH 03869-0266
Kristyn J. Traylor
136 Healey Terrace
Brockton, MA 02401-1740
Jared M. Whelan
510 Eel Isway E
Malden, MA 02148-1008
Brian D. Turner
22 Thayer Road
Belmont, MA 02178-1349
Allison J. Whitney
30 Westlake Road
Natick, MA 01760-1755
COLOPHON
(technical specifications)
1 ic
,
> SO vSi. 19C208 arc printed nn 901h lusrro finish paper
paj^e-’ 7 ‘a '196 «Sr 209-224 are printed nn 801h dull enamel paper
- endsht : rs;
the seal and description were taken from the 1951 Merrimackan, the first Merrimack College Yearbook
- cover:
The cover is linen stock. It was created hy the Jostens art department.
-
photography:
Purdy Vantine studios provided numerous professional candids including:
Sports candids with the exception of Softball which was provided hy Jim Seavey of the Athletic department, wh*
also provided the team photos,
Most of the Senior Portraits,
All of the color Senior Week photos as well as some of the black and white,
all of the film used by our staff was provided hy Purdy Vantine
The Clubs & Organizations photos were provided hy members of the organizations themselves.
Heather Hussey (Photography Editor), Sara Jane Walsh and Michelle Moniz served as our staff photographers
providing many of the pictures used throughout the book. A few pictures were taken hy Stephen Zerfas (Layout/
Managing Editor).
The aerial photos were taken by Eric Brown, Cara DeMarco and Steve Ehrmanntraut tor the 1993 Merrimackan.
They took so many of them we decided to use some this year as well.
Thanks again to Guy Garon of Jostens publishing company. He has provided a lot of valuable information and
visited the Yearbook office frequently to pick up submissions.
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THIS IS THE SEAL OF MERRIMACK COLLEGE
OiA, UencJSu^
Rlue/if Men/u4^aiciii4caft^achftliepIcux>o^ 044/i
collec^l1^aicJ/lecull4f,mcuie>i^le*n^4^doui6i^^
4Je/UtcJd^jpuHicUnU^culo^Gl1A4Aii^
4Mi^icente4^jpn,cM,tlio^e4^iefUHx^di^dneca^
^^ainimOM^o^tI1e>j^eldcl^a/Ufed4A/dUac/lO^
apja/dojftltRcoGto^G/unio^AncJilUiliop^ 44Hjcllen>
wlvQ6e> Ui& GoUet^ wai ^lep/ieAe^dinx^
acltM'6,4Xiice^CUfM^
nead,tal2&44/p.G4^n^^ l^dioU^e>oo*UJe/lAi^*t(^ Auc^u&t-
iHeca^Ute>(le(llicxdi04^ojflii^
''pe/i^ci2i^iicimcul^afd24iikufi/'(Ut/UMt^k^
tlte44liimcd^fU4A^poAe>o^M&lA44fl^ . . (udi^Ui/UkAt^
tlie>ocJidcomlHHjcdio*i>o^uiielIecti^aH^
ledc^o^Qodai^tli&4AXiM><xa^4A/ecdicUntli&jji4Ui^^^
widctiMfu
Qollex^colo^fhlt4e^Uteflid2lii4f>o^tlie>M(Mi^
ci*1d<pldjpn>U1e4AJiicllo4fto^Utetnu^Glu4/lcUj^^
cdiclaiiA>o^iU&6ecJ,o^Me/i/UmcuJ^ (leiKdedto. Ma/uf
M4^tden>tU^Utl^o^044n> M(dUen,o^Q(XidGo44iiAel, cuid444i^
p/toiectio^u

